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Kean ColleRe
C'ouncil Elections CLASS OFFICER '77- '78 t,nrollment
Goals Declared
To Be Held Todav
ELECTIONS
by B.R. Schwartz
In Sloan Lounge $ix Percent Turnout
"The 1977-78 academic year

. Student Org. Elections

THE FINAL ELECTIONS
The final election that student
Org will run this semester will be
the Student Council elections.
They will be held today in the
Student Center. The machines
will be open from 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p .m. and will be located in
Sloan Lounge.
There will be 12· council seats
available to each class except the
graduating senior class. The
Student Council ·s the final
governing body of Student
Organization. It is a body which
has the most widespread student
participation and spectrum of
student personalities. The purpose of the council is fo vote on
issues which will affect the campus community.
The students vying for the
Class of 1978 council seats
are: Michael Bachmann, ballot
number 1; Sal Cardaci, ballot
number 2; Mary Ann DeCes.ire,
ballot number 3; Marilyn Gillar,
ballot number 4; Ileana Goberna, ballot number 5; Manuel
Goberna, ballot number 6;
Donald .lones, ballot number 7;
Sue Lieb, ballot number 8; Liiura
Maiello, ballot number 9; Gloria
Markevich, ballot number 10;
John Mexia, ballot number 11;
Edd Mitzkewich, ballot number
12; Carlos Munoz, ballot
number 13; Otelia Oviedo,
ballot number 14; and Mike Rescigno, ballot number 15.
cil seats. They are: Ray Bock 111,
ballot number 1; Keith Brown,
ballot number 2; Jose Calvo,
ballot number 3; Victor Carofilis,
ballot number 4; Evan Chesler,
ballot number 5; Diane Christopher, ballot number 6; Chris
Cottle, ballot number 7; Evelyn
Cruz, ballot number 8; Towonia
Eatman, ballot number 9; loe
Ginarte, ballot-number 10; Bonnie Gorczyca, ballot number
11; Olga Judkas, ballot number
12; Jim Kaus, ballot number 13;
Debbie Kennan, ballot number
14; Elaine Lukenda, ballot

by Robert Siniakin
Elections for Class Officers
were held by Student
Organization last Thursday. Out
of approximately 5,400 full time
students only 320 students voted.
Just 6 percent of the student
body.
Gary Lambersten won the
presidency of the Class of 1978with 76 votes. His opponent
Donald Jones received only 27
votes. For the Vice Presidency,
Dan Hershberg won with 3 writein votes. There were 4 other
write-in candidates for the
position .
Pat Ruchala , another write-in
victor with 6 votes won for
corresponding secretary. There
were 4 other write-in candidates
for this office. Gloria Markevich
won the position of recording
secretary with 6 write-in votes.
She was opposed by 5 other
write-in candidates. Marilyn
Gillar ran unopposed, except for
one write-in candidate for the
office of treasurer, receiving 72
votes. There were only 112 Junior
Cl~ss voters.
lorn Colucci secured the
presidency of the Class of 1979
with 32 votes. Evelyn Cruz a
write-in received 26 votes. Ray
Parente received 19, and Phil
Cafasso received 15. Howard
Popper, ru nning unopposed except tc.r 3 write-in candidates,

(Continued on page 16)

enroll,ment will remain the same
as last year," according to VicePresident for Academic Affairs
Lawrence Dorr. The full-time
equivalent (FTE for this year) is
8,340.
The FTE's are computed by adding the total number of credit
hours of all students across the
year and then dividing by 32.
Thirty-two is the number used in
determining the college '· s
budget. Several part-time
students who take sufficient
credits can equal 1 full-time
equivalent.
" We rose up to 9,440 FTE in
1975-75", stated Vice-President
Dorr. "This year we are down a
thousand with 8,340 FTE. The en-

(Continued on page 16)

Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

Vice-President for Academic Affairs Lawrence Dorr expl.iined th.it
the enrollment will remain the same for next year.

-

Sloan Lounge Slated To Be Complaint_To CP
Enclosed B_y Folding Doors Causes Towing
by B.R. Schwartz
Sloan Lounge will soon have a
new image, according to Gus
Cero, business manager of
Student Organization. Folding
doors will be added to the two
openings opposite the sweet
shop and the open area opposite
the CCB office as part of the
Student
Center
Renovation
Program. Modern Doors, Inc.,
vendor of the job, will sell the
doors and install them for

by B.R. Schwartz

Five vehicles were towed ·from
behind the Maintenance Building last Thursday morning after
used for coffee houses and other maintenance complained to
events which had an admission Campus Police that they were
charge.
However,
due to _
the
blocking
for~..,...-,.~
road
glass showcases,
which-•\lll!IIIOI
__
_ _ _ _materials
_____

safety factor, .ind the 1m1te
space, Sloan Lounge would be
much more conducive to handling such activities." He added,
"There is no existing form of
security to
run
admission
events."
A problem has just recently
arisen
concernin g the
installation of the doors. "The
overha.ng of one wall which was
w ith the results of the election,
removed is just sheetroc~ held
and with the board that I will be
by studs," explained Cero.
working with next year."
"Campus maintenance will do
All of the candidates runnin g
the necessary repairs." Between
for the positions ran unopposed . ordering the doors, fixing the
Elected to the vice president
overhang,a nd installation of the
position was Marriam Marrero.
project is expected to be comGerald Massenburg was elected
pleted in 12 weeks.
to the treasurer's office.
According to a scaled blueprint , of the Student Center, by
There has been "more student
moving activities to Sloan
(Continued on page 2) Lounge, an area of 940 square
feet will be added. This will
enable more people to par-

Candidates Secure

Positions In Thir.d World

by Bob Wade
Three candidates for the Third
World executive positions have
succeeded in securing t heir
posts for 11ext year. The elections
were held last Thursday in the
Student Activities Building.
Christopher
Cottle,
incumbent president of the
organization, was re-elected to
the position for another term .
Cottle said, "I am very pleased
(Continued on page 16)

Of Five Cars

$1410.00.
" This (idea) was suggested
about two months by the Executive-Board of Student Org."
stated Cero. "For the past
semester, the Front Lounge was

the call and in orme Lou s 22
West Exxon of Union to tow out
the cars.
"According to Sgt. Gary's
report,"
explained
Director
Greenberg, "one of the cars, a
Chevy, wasn't registered and did
not have valid plates. Another
Chevy
was missing its rear
license plate. Neither of them
should have been on the road."

(Continue_d on page 16)

Blo cking
maintenance
worke~s from getting to the
cinders was a VW. Another of the
cars, based on facts from the
report, had an expired
faculty/staff card .
Pat Ippolito, acting dean of
students, stated that he had
spoken to some of the car
owners. "Most of the people I
have spoken to," related Ippolito," expected it (to be reprimanded either by ticket or

(Continued on page 16)

Dorms To Be Dedicated
In Ceremonies On May .4
by Robert Siniakin
The four residence hall s,
Sozio, Rogers , Bartlett, and Burch, will he dedicated on
Wednesday in a day long
ceremony.
According to Robert Maslo,
chairperson of the Residen ce
Hall Dedication Committee, approximately 250 invitations were
sent out to family, friends, and
guests of those being honored.
He added that the dedication
ceremonies will consist of two
programs. One actual dedication
and one program which will
cater for students and one
program for dignitaries.
The dedicat ion ceremonies
will start at 11 :00 a.m. w ith an invocation by the Campus Ministry. Remarks from Pr~sident
Weiss and Doreen Bitterman,
member of the Board of Trustees
will follow. The presentation of
Burch Hall, shown here, and the other three residence halls will be dedicated on May 4th.

the actual awards w ill follow the
brief speeches.
Buz
Whelan ,
pr"',;iden,t
of Student Organization will
present the award to Mrs. Pasquale Sozio, mother of the late
Ralph Sozio who was killed in .
World War II. While each
honored representative is
presented the award, a scroll on
· each building will be unveiled
simultaneously.
Chris Cottle, president of.
Third World, will present the
award to Mrs. May Burch , the
only living honoree. Manny
Rodrigues, president of the
Residents
Association,
and
Donna Woods, social chairperson , will present the awards to
Richard A. Bartlett Jr., stepson of
the late Mary Bartlett and
Thomas Bartlett, her son .

(Continued on page 16)
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Office of Veteran Affairs Briefs
by Kevin P. Davis

Veterans who believe they may have a service
connected disability, but haven 't had it classified as such
by the V.A., can apply for a disability classification at the
campus OVA. Interested veterans should contack Mike
Driscoll, VROC.
To be eligible · for a service
connected disability classification, the veteran would
have to have been disabled by
injury or disease incurred in or
agravated by active service in the
line of duty. /
Disability
compensation
ranges from $38 a month for a 10
percent disability to $707 a
month for 100 percent. There is
also a less than 10 percent
disability rate that may beawarded. Wh ile this rate carries
no monthly compensation , it is

Hostels Gives Six
Week French Trip

valuable by making the veteran
.eligible for; employment opportunities restricted to the
disabled, low cost GI life insurance, and priority V.A.
medical care. Also it is easier to
upgrade a less than 10% rate to a
higher degree, if the disability
becomes agravated later in life,
then if the veteran has no
disability rate on record.
Veterans planning to attend
the summer session or next fall
should bring their receipt of
payment as proof of registration,
when applying for monthly
educational payments.

week 's personnel profiles. Mr.
Reynolds has been highly active
in student affairs during his over
three year tenure at Kean. -He
·has served in the capacities crf
Vice President of the I FSC , Coordinator of student marshalls, and
Treasurer of Alpha Sigma Mu,
the veteran 's fraternity. As a
Psychology major, Mr. Reynolds
is professionally qualified as a
peer counselor in the OVA.
Jim Kelley is this week 's other
subject. He also served in the
U.S_. Army, as _. paratrooper in
the 82nd Airborne Division. Mr.
Kelley has continued his activity
in military affairs by studying
military science at Seton Hall
University, as part of the consortium of East Jersey program .
He is a member of that school 's
elite ROTC Pershing Rifles K-8th
Regiment, which recently placed
first at the Rutgers University Invitational Drill Meet. The ROTC
liason and advisor for veterans.

Ray Reynolds , an Army
veteran who served in the
Underg round Pentagon in
Maryland, is the first of this

Attention serious-minded
· French Students! How would
New Section Added
you like to continue your French
studies while having the vacation
of a lifetime-at a very
reasonable cost?
_
American Youth Hostels, Inc.,
PRINCETON, NJ - College
Students, faculty 'Tierribers,
- A non-profit, outdoor, recreaseniors planning to take the and administrators from all over
tional/educational ,
travel
Graduate Record Examinations the country were consulted in
organization, has planned · a 6(GRE) Aptitude Test next fall will
the various planning stages of
week French Language hosteling see some changes in the exam. A
the change in the exam.
trip through France, Switzerland
Educational Tes~ng Service
and Luxembourg for only $1240
(ETS), Which administers the excomplete-air fare, lodging, all
am for the GRE Board, explains
food and qualified trip leader.
that the additional measure will
You can immerse yourself in
enable students to demonstrate
French culture in Paris while you
a wider array of academic talents
attend
language instruction
when they apply for admission to
(begin ners through advanced)
graduate schools.
for two hours a day for a month.
Test Student Skills
Besides having most of each day
In Number Of Areas
in Paris free to examine the city,
Janis Somerville, GRE program
weekend side-trips to the Loire
director at ETS, said, "The new
\/alley and Mont St. Michel are ·
measure will test a student's skills
planned, so you can practice the
in a number of areas. Students
language. The last two weeks inwill be able to show their ability
clude a public transportation trip new section designed to to recognize logical relationthrough the Swiss Alps (in the measure analytical skills will be ships, draw conclusions from a
French
speaking part of added to the traditional areas complex series of statements,
that test verbal and quantitative and determine relationships
Switzerland) and Luxembourg.
This special language trip will skills.
between
independent 'or
Based On
leave New York on June 27th and
interdependent categories of
Extensive Research
return on August 9th. The trip
groups."
The change, the first since the
leader is Diana Hayes, an atShe explained that, like the
torney and a graduate student at current form of the Aptitude Test traditional-measures of the GRE,
the University of Buffalo, Diana, was introduced in the 1940's, is the new test will use various
who is also a member of the based on an extensive research kinds of questions.
National A YH Board of Direc- effort initiated by the Graduate
"Three types will be used in the
tors, may be reached at 171 Win- Record Examinations Board that analytical section: analysis of exslow Ave., Buffalo, NY 14208 or showed that analytical skills can planations, logical diagrams, and
by calling AC (716) 885-8716. be distinguished from verbal and
analytical reasoning questions,
Contact Bill Gilmore (703) 592- quantitative skills and are related
each designed to t"est a different
3271
to academic success.
aspect of analytical ability," she

Montclair State Presents
''The Runner Stumbles-'-'·
The Major Theater Series of
Montclair State College will
present The Runner Stumbles, its
final production of the season on
May 4 through May 7 in
Memorial
Auditorium . The
recent Broadway· success described as " a memory play of past
hopes and dreams and present
fears and doubts" is based on a
factual event-the trial of a
young priest accused of murdering a nun.
Author Milan Stitt has crafted
from this event a tense and absorbing drama which surpasses
the convention'al" who-done-it".
Conflict, desire, emotion, and
humanity are set against the rigid
morality of a barren Midwestern
town at the turn of the century.
As the action of the trial unfolds,
memory and event collide as an
untold dream becomes a
frightening real ity, and the
paramount question becomes
not one of guilt or innocence,

ETS Changes Gra~uate Examination

llloPER.S'
-IIOR.NER.
by Haight Ashburry
Michael Stepanian, a lawyer
who emerged from the HaightAshburry district in the mid sixties, has earned a reputation as
one of America's foremost dope
' lawyers. Stepanian obtained this
status by defending people such
as Janis Joplin, The Grateful
Dead, and other "heavies of the
counterculture."
t
Stepanian told High Times
Magazine in an interview, many
interesting things about his
business. He got his start as a
dope lawyer in 1967 because " I
kept hearing about kids getting
busted and going to jail, and
there was no lawyer who was
really representing those cases.
Older lawyers said , ' Dope, ugh,
hippies, ugh .' So Stepanian and a
few other lawyers began HALO
(Haight-Ashbury
Legal
Organization.)
HALO helped anybody with a

legal problem and every night
they were met with a line of kids
waiting . Out of the 400-500
represented by HALO that
summer, not one went to state
prison. Since that ti me, the pot
culture has broadened to encompass a larger scope of people
and in Stapanian 's opinion, the
money
for
marijuana
prosecution just isn't there like it
used to be.
"They' re not grabbing kids just
because they have long hair and
searching them indiscriminately.
I think they' re refining their activities, ar~esting fewer people
and trying to make better busts.
They' re concentrating more on
heroin and cocaine and concentrating on border searches,
basically, and on plane landings. "
" I guess one of the most
(continued on page 16)

said.
Somerville also explained that
no formal training in logic or
methods of analysis is required
to do well on the new measure.
" Some analytical skills are required and developed in virtually all fields of study," she explained . " And , like verbal and

quantitative skills, analytical
skills are developed over a long
period of time and are not
believed to be improved to any
significant degree by intensive
study in a brief period of time."
Somerville also noted that the
1977-78 GRE Bulletin of Information will describe the new
measure and will include sample
questions and explanations of
the answers. The Bulletin is sent
free to all students registering for
the GRE.
Sample Test Available
August 1st
.
In addition, a sample Aptitude
Test containing the same
number and types of questions
as the actual exam can be
ordered at one dollar per copy.
Both publicat ions will be
available on August 1.
Despite the new addition, the
GRE will remain a three-hour test
since the verbal and quantitative
portions have been shortened
and the time saved allocated to
the new measure.
" The same research effort that
produced the new measure also
yielded shorter versions of the
verbal and quantitative sections
that are comparable in reliability
and usefulness to the earlier and
longer
sections," explained
Somerville.
The Gre is taken each year by
about 300,000 college students as
part of the admissions process to
graduate school. The exam is
offered six times a year, while advanced tests in 20 subjects are
offered five times a year
throu_ghout the nation.

but of perception and motive.
Dr. Gerald Lee Ratliff, making
his debut as a Major Theater
Series director, has chosen The
Runner Stumbles because " lt is a
truly significant American play :
tense, exciting, and with an
underlying current of concern,
reminiscent of other great
American playwrights such as
O ' Neill or Albee" . Assisting Dr.
Ratliff will be Series veterans W .
Scott Macconnell , whose
brooding set confines and surrounds the action and Joseph F.
Bella, whose understated costuming complements the touching and powerful action.
Tickets to The Runner Stumbles are available at the reduced
prices of $2.00 for senior citizens
and $1 .25 fqr students; standard
admission is $2.50. for further information. and reservations, the
public is invited to call the
Memorial Auditorium box office
at 746-9120.

T. W. Elections
(Continued from page 1)
involvement and participation ,,
according to Cottle. " The
students are becoming more
aware of the happenings on this
campus, instead of waiting for
people to do things for them ,"
Cottle added .
Arthur Wheeler, a staff
member of Expressions and
member of Third World, said, " I
think Third World has expanded
and has moved together with
Student Org., and the student
population, in general , to
become a more cohesive
organization. "
Wheeler stated, "O ur
constituency is the largest of any
student funded special interest
group."
The ballot ofThird World must
go through final approval by
Studen t Org.

DO YOU WANT
TO BEA
POLICEMANl
All students interested in
becoming a policeman for
the City of Elizabeth,
should be aware that recruiters will be on Campus
Thursday, April 28th
between the hours of 10:30
& 3:00 p.m. The location
will be the Student Center
front hall.
Contact the Officers of
Career Planning and
Placement for more
detailed information at
527-2040.

0~ my goodness -it's ...

Those Crazy College Kt ds

,

JL..

.

••• And the war games began. The Battle of the Kean College Superstars took place in the field behind
D' Angola Gym this past Saturday. Although the games were fun f~r all, so~-= seemed to have more f~n
than others. One of the more enjoyable events was one that consisted of hll~~g a p~rtners cloth.es with
balloons and breaking them. Although the female contestant seems to be sm,hng with glee, she Is really
screaming, "Watch where you put those hands, Bud!!"
·
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Career Outlook
MAJOR PROGRAM
MA TH EMA TICS

-

HOW TO IMPORVE YOUR READING SKILLS

l otal Number of G raduates

11

100%

Number of Graduates Con ta cted

10

91 %

Graduates Employed

8

80%

Major Field

5

63%

3

37%

1

10%

Rea din g is th e m ost impo rta n t lea rn ing sk ill o ne ca n
acquire fo r success and e n joy m en t t h ro ug ho ut life. It
is an integ ral pa.rt of ou r perso nal an d working lives.
Con sid er h o w mu ch t im e eve ry day is spe nd readi ng
new spaper , letters, b ook, me nu s, d irections o r signs!
Eig hty-five percen t-of co llege wo r k, fo r example, in vo lves rea d in g. The b ette r yo u read, the more you wi ll
succeed in study or work, and enjoy the- time you
spend with books .

ST ATISTICAL BREAKDOWN

Public School Teaching
Parochial & Pri vate School Teaching
Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.
Position Requiring A B.A . Degree
But Not Related To Major
Non B.A. Degree Position
Attending Graduate School

Reading
is
basically
the
understanding of words and the
association between them . To
imporve readin g skill s you must
increase your ability to see and

'

Not-Interested In Employment

.A CAl)EMI C
5 URVIVAL l<JT

reading habits. Remember your
eyes , like fingers for the piano or
legs for sking, must be trained to
be skillful.
If you would like to improve

Unemployed
Average Starting Sa lary
Other
1. Military

1

10%

Total Number of Graduates

10

100%

Number of Graduates Contacted

4

40%

Graduates Em ployed

3

75%

M ajor Field

3

75%

Publi c School Teachin g

1

33%

2

67%

MAJOR PROGRAM MA TH EDUCATION
STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
' ~

The Educational Process
Works Its H.agic,

Parochial & Private Sch ool Teaching
Substitutes, Part-Time, Etc.
Position _Requiring A B.A . Degr ee
But Not Related To Major

understand grouping of words,
or ideas, a't a speed and in a
manner that is comfortable to
you . To be a good reader you
must concentrate on what you
are doing and learn to use your
eyes to the best of your ability.
Move them at a rate that allows
your brain to absorb the main
ideas printed on a page .

Non B.A . Degree Position

Attending Graduate Schoo/
N ot Interested in Employm ent

-

25%

1

Unemployed
Average Starting Salary
Other :

-

MAJOR PROGRAM - MUSIC EDUCATION
Total Number of Gradu ates

28

100%

Nu mber of Graduates Co ntacted

18

64%

12

67%

8

67%

3

37%

5

63%

N o n B.A . Degree Posi tion

4

33½%

Atte ndin g Gradu ate Sch ool

2

11 %

ST ATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Em ployed
M ajor Field

'

Pu b lic School Teach in g

Hand In Hand
Plans All Day
Festiva l For Th e
Mentally
Retarded

Paroch ial & Private Sch ool Teach ing
Substitutes, Pa rt-Ti me, Etc.
Position Req u iri n g a B.A . D egree
Bu t Not Related to M ajor

4

22°/4

Avera ge Starting Sa lary
Other

MAJOR PROGRAM - MUSIC - GEN ERAL
Total Number of Graduates

3

100%

Number o f Graduates Co ntact ed

1

33%

.

STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN
Graduates Em pl oye d
Major Field
Publi c Schoo l Teaching
_Parot ial & Private School Tea ching
Substi tu tes, Part-Ti me, Etc.
Posi tion Req uiring A B.A . D egree
But No t Related To Majo r
Non B.A . Degree Positio n

-

A tte nd ing Gradu ate School
Not Interested In Em ploym ent

1

Unemployed
Ave rage Start ing Sa lary
Oth er :

.
'

100'½,

Train yo ur eyes to increase
their SJNn by taking in more than .
one word at a time. You can
make your eye fix on related
words, phrases, or short lines in
one brief stop.
Don't allow your eyes to go
back o_. __._ Think about
what you are seeing and lteep
going at a speed that is fast
enough to remember at the end
what you read at the beginning.
Faster reading, with no retracing 1
helps comprehension.

Many people need glasses to
read well. Blurred words, continual eye fatigue , or itching and
stinging eyes might mean you
need glasses. If you think your
eyes need correction , have them
examined by an eye doctor. If
glasses are perscribed , do not
hesitate to buy and wear them.
' Make sure they are alway free of
dirt and scratches.
" How to Improve Your Reading Skills", appearing here is
three installments, is one in a

CAN YOU HELP

Not Inte rested In Em ploym ent
Unemplo yed

Most people do not perfect
their reading after the fifth
grade. High school and college
students are often bad readers.
They overlook the need to cont inually use and imporve good

your reading skills these few
steps can -help:
1. Evaluate your reading habits
2. Use your eyes efficiently
3.Continue to broaden your
vocabulary
4. Adapt your speed so you
understand the material
5. Practice on a regular basis
Analyze your present reading
habits so that you know where to
improve your skills:
Do you use your lips, throat
or mind to " vocalize" words?
.
You are probably still us ing
the childhood habit of sounding
out each word. This slows you
down.
Do strange words constantly
stop your progress?
Your vocabulary needs improving.
Do .you read every single
word?

Speed should vary depend ing on the material and your
pu rpose for read ing, e.g. fict ion,
newspapers, textbooks.
Has your read ing speed
and comprhension rema ined
stat ic fo r a number of yea rs?
Skillful reading is an art and
needs continua l pract ice. The
more you read , th e mo re you will
enjoy an d re m em ber.
It is the eyes tha t see p ri nted
words an d transmit th em to the
brain. Understand how they
work and give them the opportunity to perform well. Eyes
perceive wo1ds only when they
stop moving, or make what is
called a " fixation' '. It is during this
pause that the brain records
what the eyes see. Depending
upon your " eye span " you will
perceive one, two or more words
in each fixation. The average
college students, for example,
has a span of 1.1 words and
m akes four f ixations per second.
Vocalizing words impedes
reading progress. Poor readers
are inclined to wh isper, u se t he ir
li ps, enunciate silently in t heir
throat, or visual ize the words in
their mind. If you have any of
these bad habits they should be
broken because they slow down ......
understanding. Learn to move
your eyes continually forward at
a pace that allows the brain to
understand.

HAND-IN-HAND
is a
volunteer group formed to work
on specific projects for the improvement in the lives of New
Jersey ' s mentally retarded
citizens.
In the past three years HANDIN-HAND planned and operated
festivals: that is, day long
programs of activities and entertainment for handicapped per- ·
sons. The last festival , in May
1976,
drew
some
15,000
volunteers and guest. Again in
1977 we are planning another all
day festival. This one set for
Saturday, May 7th on the campus
of /v1iddlesex County College in
Edison, New Jersey. One aspect of this undertaking
is in the field of security, so
necessary for the protection of ·
our retarded guests. Last year we
used a human chain of over 1000
people to make sure no one
wandered away.
If you or anyone you know can
help please contact :
Fred Sheppare
Security Coordinator
South River, New Jersey
(201) 257-5062

You should train your eyes
to span phrases or " thought
un its " instead of individual
words.
Do you go back over what
you have read?
You are not paying attention.
Good · concentration
means
good comprehension.
Do you always read at the
same speed?

series of AAP STUDENT SERVICE
articles developed to · help
college students improve their
use of study t ime and learning
mater i als.
Complimentary
copies of all the study skills
booklets will be sent to you by
the Association of American
Publishers if you write to : AAP
STUDENT SERVICE, One Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016. .
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EDITORIAL
Justlse
Last Monday, New Jersey Superior Court Judge Theodore Appleby added 26-33 years imprisonment on to the already
handed down life sentence for convicted murderer Joanne
Chesimard. Ms. Chesimard was convicted on March 25th for the
. murder of State Trooper Werner Foerster amid various charges
by the defense that the whole trial was a ''charade." Tuesday's
New York Daily News reported that Ms. Chesimard had
"contempt" for Judge Appleby's brand of justice.
What brand of justice is she referring to? One where she was
, convicted of a murder even though medical reports refute the
fact that she could even lift a gun as a result of her,injuries. One
where, in a country where justice is based on an "innocent until
proven guilty" idea, the prosecution was allowed to refer to the
unconvicted Chesimard as "an animal" that society must be
protected from according to prosecutor Edward Barone. And
one where we all are suppose.dly guaranteed a fair trial yet
defense motions seeking a new trial on the grounds that one of
the sequestered jurors had sneaked away from the motel where
they were held, were turned down by Judge Appleby.
This is the brand of justice Ms. Chesimard has contempt for;
Ju_d ge Appleby should be the one with contempt for such a circus. But it was his court.
The 26-33 years resulted from various assault, ro_bbery and
weapon's charges. Granted these may be justified according to
evidence but it appears that Appleby is working on a record for
nurnber of years he can give to one person. Oh yes, there was
also a 30 day concurrent sentence for failing to rise when the
Judge came into court, 130 times.
It is obvious to everyone it seems, except Barone and Appleby, that the trial of Joanne Chesimard was a farce and she
should be retried in a -court where the defendant is treated as
such and not fs the murderer automaticaUy. It may very well be
that the results may be the same, but it certainly would sit a lot.
better on those of us that consider a fair, unbiased trial an
unalienable right.

''.. . Magnu.m'' Force
Dear Editor,
We, the members of the Concerned Black Personnel , are very distressed that a communications medium that is generously funded by
and supposedly responsible to the entire student body has again
demonstrated insensitivity to segments of that student body and destruction to the entire educational process.
The Cro-Magnum NYPD strip (in no sense comica!) which received
full page " colored " coverage was a flagrant and callous insult to the
Kean College Black Community. Although we acknowledge your
apology, it does not satisfy us. We find it hard to understand how you
can 'overlook " or ' not quite appreciate" the seriousness of this
offense. These graphic misrepresentations do not imply, but overtly
promote and encourage racist, stereotyped myths .
We would like to see your staff exercise better judgment in their
attempts to balance journalistic freedom of expression with responsibility and discretion. We look forward to your immediate implementation of increased vigilance, invite you to join with us in our
attempts to cultivate a multi-ethnic and multi-racial enviroment at
Kean College.
Sincerely,
Henry Cade ·

Diane Earley

Audley Bridges

/

Barbara Childress

Janice Jackson

Al Brown

Que?
To the Editor,
In response to Miriam and Lillian Marreros' letter condemning
C.C.B. for the way thatthey handled the Latin Concert, I would like to
make the following comments :
To begin with, the beer bottle incident was nothing more than a
favor being done for a horn player whose hands were full. Obviously
some people are trying rediculously hard to be picky.
Further, the scant attendance of the concert was due not to the late
arrival of the bands, but to a lack of student interest. Fina.Uy, what was
said between Lou Carouso and Gus Garcia has been so overblown I 'm
sure neither of them can actually verify what was said and neither can
you or I. Let us just hope that everyone involved will leave this incident in the past where it belongs and strive to work together in the
future for the betterment of the cultural life on campus.
Sincerly and Hopefully
Michael Rescigno
R.A.Z.
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OP-Eb
Beh·ind the scenes

-

To the Editor,
Upon reading your last issue we became extremely enraged ,
especially upon reading the student council 's demand for an apology
from Lou Caruso. Most people on this campus never see he hard
work and preparation that goes on for every concert big or small. For
four years and four CCB administrations, we have been a part of the
produ.c tions. The work starts weeks before the show aI d people are
actively working from noon until 2 or 3 a.m . for each show . Most
people don 't realize this noJ do they realize that the chairmen of CCB
must coordinate 20 some odd people to insure the successful
production of these shows.
When the show comes off and is successful , we are paid not in
money, but in gratification of seeing 900 happy faces leaving the
theater. However, when the show does not produce these results , the
behind the scenes people feel that their time has been wasted. The
past show was a failure from ticket sales to show attendance to
production organization . (When we go through our
usual
channels, there is no risk of the band coming two hours after the
show should begin) . When Lou approached Gus Garcia, his only
intention was putting on a successful show. We on the CCB Work for
nothing but gratification and when resistance instead of help is dealt
us, I feel this is deadly wrong. I feel that Gus Garcia should apologize
for his resistance, not Lou Caruso for his good intentions.
Stage Hands
Larry Derd
Steve Didonato
Mike Barton
Bob Smith
Bob Gray
Pete Coletta
Dan Brannick

• •

.or else!

To The Editor,
In reference to my discussion with Gus Garcia on April 14, which ·
was brought up in the April 21st issue of the Independent, Student
Org. has requested my apology to the above and the Spanish student
body or my resignation as chairman of CCB. As I have stated before
what was said in this conversation was misunderstood. I feel that it has
gone too far already and I don't wish it to go any further. So in order
to satisfy those who will not accept my explanation, I hereby
apologize and wish for this incident to stop here now, and hope we
don't run into any more problems of this type in the future.
Sincerely Yours,
Lou·Caruso

More on guns
Dear Editor,
Recently, much has been written about the pros and cons concerning the campus police and the carrying of guns during various parts
of the day. While I'm against allowing the cops to carry guns at any
time, bank or 'no bank, my concern is about something even more
fundamental. Do we really need the cops at all? Or, do we really need
as many as we have?
This may seem like an ignorant question. And in a way it is. I would
like to know if there is enough crime on this campus to justify the
presence of a campus police force. What exactly do the police do?
I for one would like to see the daily police blotter (w/names
omitted) printed in the school paper every week. The campus community would then see exactly what the police were doing as well as
to see if they were needed or were a deterant to real cr~me and not
just busting some kid in the dorms with a joint.
One way of determining whether we need the police would be to
have a student-faculty committee periodically r.e view the police
blotter and to make recommendations to appropriate authorities.
As I have previously stated, I am totally ignorant of anything that
has to do with campus police functions. If some of the proposals I
have mentioned are already in practice, I apologize.
1
' 0wever, if these proposals have already been implemented, why
ha,~n 't they been publicized so that the student body knows about
them?
Sincerely yours,
-1
•
Lawrence Henderson

,,,

\

l

I take my hat off to Ms. Walcoff, who seems to have hit the nail right on
the head in her OP-ED which appeared in the Sunday Indy.
.
The Two Team Race seems to say it in a nutshell. There were literally the .
Blacks & Hispanics VS. the Greeks & Caucasions. I don't truly criticize this
school of thought as lon.g as the constituancy of each "team" truly believes
their man (or woman) is the better. However, I question the rationale
behind some of the voting. Blind Allegiance.
I don't for one minute doubt the importance and interplay of power
politics outside in the real world. And on the other hand I'm not looking
for some utopia.
It is my contention, however, that the better man win. By this I mean
competency wise, experience wise, and with enough knowledge and
forethought to serve the good of our school community. I feel in these past
elections there were quite a few people who fit these qualifications and
I'm glad the ones who did, won .
However, block voting and allegances just for the good of a particular
candidate(s) truly is not in the best interest of the school. The people who
hold office because of specific blocks owr·specific gratitudes. Is this for
the good of the school community? Or for the good of the block?
Or maybe everyone should -form a block and with the use of a little
power politics, dominate the school. Wouldn't that be wonderful?
I realize there is no way to stop TEMPORARY alli~nces which normally
last for the two week period prior to elections. But on the same token,
there was no reason for the council to reinforce these attitudes by decisivly
voting for an open vote in the Garcia vs. Lemberg case.This is ludicrous to
the point of denying democratic (private privledges) principles.
·
I might be a little utopionistic in thinking one election Greeks won't vote
all Greek, Hispanic all Hispanic Black all Black, and Caucasion -all
Caucasion. Block voting tends to perpetuate itself.When one alliance is
formed, an equal and opposite reaction develops, just to counter out the
first action. Then a third develops to counter-act the second1 and so on.
Eventually this would evolve into everyone belonging to a group according to their race, nationality, or allegiances. I suppose then the candidates would only have to vie to the larger specific groups, rather than the
general community that they might eventually serve.
A few of next years Executive Board will be there through these
alliances? and only' they know what will be demanded of them in the form
of repayment. I'm sure it will be good for the few, but not for the many.
I feel the Independent did a fair job in trying to represent all candidates
through personalized resumes and photographs. But I wonder how many
people read these. After all, most people knew who they were voting for
anyway, why bother finding out about the other candidates.
No one (knows for sure whom you're voting for when you shut that curtain behind you, so let's use that curtain to its best advantage. Let's try to
put an end to voting on personality, race, or religion. Our Student
Organization, I am told, ranks within the top· five in the entire country.
Let's keep it that way!
Howard Popper
I

·FREE
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Since Buz did not
turn in a column
this week, we rep- rint the best of his
previous efforts.

by Norman 0 . Mattson
Once again TV has attempted a
major religious work and once
again it has botched the job. The
heralded major production of
the life of Jesus, a six hour
production , took two Sunday
evenings of prime time to add
nothing to our understanding of
Jesus. That in the long run was
the main fault with the whole
production; it did not illuminate
us about the Gospel, and it did
not penetrate the enigma of the _
historical Jesus. Certainly that is a
tall task to perform. Even the
scholarly
Albert
Schweitzer
failed in his quest of the Jesus of
history, and Anthony Burgess is
no Schweitzer in intellect. But
theri, if that was not the aim of
this huge production , what was it ·
they tried to dol
The Gospels are a lot more
complicated than they may
appear . Just to ~tring together a
series of events bridged by some
poetic license is not to come to
grips with the theme and message of the Gospels. There are
compelling facts to deal with that
simply cannot be glossed over.
Who is Jesus? What does his
claim of Messiahship mean?
What about those pesky
miracles? Above all what is the
resurrection? How do you as an

by Ellen Curcio
Kean women, students and
staff and faculty will want to learn
more about these announcements compiled by the
Campus Center for Women :
• As this is an important election year in New Jersey, the State
Department of Community Affairs and Rutger's Eagleton
Institute will team and sponsor a
two-part conference, 'Campaign
Techniques for Women," on
Saturdays, May 7th and 21st.
Among the topics to be covered
are 'Developing Strategy and
plan,"
' Budgeting,"
'Media,
Literature and P.R. ," 'Problems
and Assets Unique to Women
Candidates." The cost will be
$30.00 for two-day sequence.
Call either agency for information.
• Kean 's Music Department
has scheduled two events of particular interest during its current
Spring Festival. Professor Annajean Brown will direct her
Opera Workshop on May 14 and
15 at 8 p.m. in the Linle Theatre.
For May 12 the College's
Women's Chorus will perform in
concert in Wilkins Theatre.

modern convenience so w~
compromise . We return to the
outdoors
but
take our
conveniences with us ;
barbecues , coolers , plates and
dishes.
Most barbecues I have
attended the host slaps some
ground beef over the fire next to
the
frankfurters.
Maybe a
chicken on the spit, but nothing
elaborate or different.
Perhaps elaborate is the wrong
word but one can prepare
something different by perhaps
putting together a different
barbecue sauce . Heinz is not the
last word .Take a chance on these
recipes:
Brazilian Barbecue Sauce:
Saute two c ups coarsely
chopped Spanish On ions in ½
cup butter until they are
transparent.. Add 1 garlic clove,
finely chopped , ½ teaspoon
oregano, the juice of 1 large lime
and sa It and petter to taste. Cook
the mixture over low heat for 3 to
4 minutes, add two cups red
wine, and bring the suace to a
boil. Reduce the heat and
simmer the sauce gently for 5
minutes. Just before serving, add
½ cup each of butter and
chopped parsley. Serve with .
steak or hamburgers.
Cajun Barbecue Sauce:

by Robert Kern
The warm weather is upon us,
as if you could not guess. Spri ng
trumpets in the rebirth of the
earth . The flowers and trees are
reborn and we , as creatures of
the earth , are drawn into a closer
kinship with nature. This means
that most of us shall spent more
times sitting in natures livingroom , sipping wine and soaking up a few rays .
But being creatures of comfort
we do not like to forsake our

author understand these things?
What do your own attitudes do
to the integrity of Jesus and the
Gospels?
It is over these points that I
suspect Mr. Burgess and company failed to r-ome to honest
conclusions one way or the
other. The result was a vapid
Jesus, who frankly looked
'spaced out" and not at all convincing either as · a man or a
Christ figure. I had the distinct
impression that Burgess was uncomfortable with Jesus. John the
Baptist, on the other hand, came·
over strongly because he was a
heroic messenger of truth - a
figure not uncommon in history.
My fear is that, because of the
money spent on this production,
we will be ' treated" to encores
each Easter Season . Commercial
television has a penchant for
creating their own traditions . For
years we were also 'treated" to
' Amahi and the Night Visitors " .
Wouldn 't it have been great if
the TV powers and commissioned a talented writer, such
as Mr. Burgess, to make a good
translation of a masterpiece such
as Bach 's St. Matthew Passion
with an English text to match the
profundity of the music. That
would have been a real contribution to the holy season.

by Frank Bolger

Heat
2
tablespoons butter over low heat until
it foams and saute 1 green
pepper, 1 small onion, and ½
small garlic clove, all finely
chopped , until they are golden
brown . Stir in 1 tablespoon flour
and blend well. Stir in 2 cups
tomatoe puree and cook the
1
mixtu re until it thickens , stirring
constantly from the bottom of
pan. Add ¼ cup chopped celery
tops, 3 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce, 1 tablespoon each of
finely chopped parsley and
chives, 2 teaspoon chili powder,
and 1 2 teaspoon salt. Simmer the
sauce gently over low heat until
the vegetables are tender. If
sauce seems too thick add a little
stock ur water.
Texas Barbecue Sauce: In a
sauceµan heat 3 tablespoons
bacon drippings, and stir in ¼
cup grated onion and 1 garlic
clove, mashed. Cook the mixture
over medium heat for 2 minutes,
stirring constantly, until the meat
begins to brown. In a bowl mix 1
cup tomato ketchup, ½cup each
of cider vinegar and Wortcestershire
sauce,
1 tablespoon '
prepared mustard, 2 teaspoons
paprika, 1 teaspoon each of
Tabasco and Chili powder, and ½

(Continued on page 7)

inverted itself to such a degree
that Northerner's have been
An Emily Postcript: The grudgingly forced to concede
Webster's dictionary,
unab- that the Dixian is, after all ,
ridged , for the year nineteen human . This is no small conceshundred and fifty-two lists a sion , and so it has been made in
paltry five synonyms for the no small way . The acid test of this
world
" .rpologize." • Roget 's will come when Jimmy Carter
Thesaurus, copyright 1941, con- leaves office . If Carter departs
siderably more extravagant , cor~ Washington in 1980 (or 1984)
rals and promenades for all the with a considerably vaster forworld to see fully thirty ap- tune than he now p,ossesses , he
proximations of that delicious will be quite obviously human.
cus_tom , among the juiciest of
Having gone this far, why stop?
which are ; make amends, ex- - We have pronounced this critter
culpate,
conscience-sm itten, human well let 's civilize the
repent in sackcloth, prodigal , beast a~ well., The Southerner is
mace~ation ,
pangs ,
com- undoubtedly civilized, at least as
punction , and own up. The last historian s understand the term.
one is particularly savory, con- Burns' Western Civilization Vol.
juring those tense third grade 1, mentions seven standards by
•
Brookdale College ' s gatherings and workshops as
scenes, a nun_at the front of ~he which a culture is upgraded to a
Women 's Center in cooperation
part of the outreach program
room exhorting her trembl mg " civilization ." The South fulfills
with the Women 's Bureau of the
toward this population which
students to cough up the little all seven. It has the wheel a fact
Department of Labor will look at
formerly was relegated out of the
felon who was talking, all with which is obvious to anyo~e who
an ' Affirmative Action Update,"
mainstream of religious practice.
the deli~ate scent of sulphur. The has heard the " Yup, good buddy,
on Wednesday, May 4 at the
Now, thanks to Holden, and for
same miserly volume can muster what's yer twenty . .. I' m gonna
Brookdale Cam·pus in Lincroft . those who require it, ' the
only a meager five synonyms for put the hammer down . .. tens
Representatives
from
divorced" have a home in 'the
the verb to "?amn." What "!"e and twenties to you ' n yours,"
government and industry _will
church. "
have here 1s an appalling banalities of CB transmissions
lend their expertise to discussion
• Religion again. The NOW
stra~~~n.ess of priorities!
always punctuated with wha;
of such matters as fair labor stanState Task Force on Women and
CIVlhzmglheSoutherner: The sounds like a sneeze. It has a
dards, job equality for women
Religion and Douglass College
South
has
indubitably stable and settled population. It
and age discrimination. The
will c.o-sponsor 'Women _and
p~ogressed since H .L. Mencken, has a written language, from
Conference
cost
is $15.00
Spirituality"
at a Saturday
h1~self a Southerner and a?- which I excerpt the following;
Call Brookdale or the Campus
conference on May 7from 9 until
mirer of the . So_
u thern aris- " Ah ' m gawna git rat down to the
Center for Women if you want
4. The workshops have been
tocracy, wrote in his famous es- store an' bah sum braid ." It has
further details.
designed under two broad rubsay, The Sahara of the Bozart agriculture and domesticated
• Reverend Edgar Holden, of
rics:
'The
New
Feminist
(Beaux Art), "Nearly the whole animals (most notably other
Newark is to be applauded for
Re Ii g ion,, ' and ' Ma I e of Europe coul? be lost in that lower grade Southerners) . It has
his advocacy
program
for
Dominated Religions. " Child
stupendou~ _region of fat fa~ms, social institutions, Boy's Clubs,
Divorced Catholics in the state. care will be available, regisshoddy c1t1es_ and par~lized municipal governments, and
Holden almost singlehandedly tration fees are on a sliding scale
cereb~u~s ... -1t has lost all 1tsold churches . Lastly it boasts
has developed a 'Ministry to
from zero to $5.00. Ann Boker at
leadership to fabulous monst~rs progress in the Arts and
Divorced Catholics" and spon- 60~-~37-9268 will answer any infrom the lower depth_s - • • • its Sciences, progress, in that most
sors self-help groups, social
qu1r1es.
foremost exponen_t .. . 1s a states- of the hinds of a generation ago
I ,tiext week , please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACE! m_an whose name 1s synonymous are safely tucked away in their
I section of The Independent:
I
empty words, broken interminable slumbers. As an
I Item or event____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
I with
pledges
and false pretenses . . . American (cue the fife and
I Place, date and time _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I Source _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I Free inquiry is blocked by the drum) I think it is time we took
I Your name _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I idotic certainties of ignorant the final leap.
men . . . It is overwhelmingly
The following is reprinted with
Please return all su-ggestions to: The Campus Centerfor Women,
utilitarian and moral."
Indeed, the situation has
(Continued on page 7)
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Jessye Norman
to Sing at Kean
,

Herbert Golub, chairman of
the M_usic Department announced today that the final
concert of the Kean College
Concert Series will take place on
Sunday evening May 8th at 8 :00
p.m . in the Wilkins Theater .
The brill iant American soprano Jessye Norman will sing a
varies program consisting of
works by Handel, Beethoven,
Strauss, Ravel and Poulenc. She
will be accompanied by Phillip
Moll.
Jessye Norman is indeed a
cause for emotional shock . Her
voice . .. . is seamless, pure a,nd
dazzlingly rich " . Alan Rich, N.Y.
Magazine. Words of such
glorious praise have continued
to come from critics throughout
the world . She is one of the truly
great sopranos of our time.
Opera News has called Miss Norman's voice "the most
sumptuous dramatic soprano
since Flagstad " .

The phenomenon of Miss
Norman ' s artistry
was
highlighted recently with the
New York Philharmonic under
the Baton of James Levine which
lead critic Harriet Johnson to hail
M iss Norman 's voice having " the
qu ality of shining velvet" .
Past appearances have included a recital tour of Spain and
last January she spent two months in the United States which included a debut with the New
York Philharmonic. She has also
appeared in Edinburgh, Glasgow
and London.
Tickets are priced at $6.00 for
orchestra and ,$5.00 for
mezzanine and may be obtained
by contacting the Music
Department ofthe colleie. T~ere
will be a limited number of free
tickets for Senior Citizens .
Further information can be
obtained .by callin-g the Music
Department at 527-2108.

-The ·Black Flag
(Continued from page 6) ·
minimal comment, from the
Times of last Sunday : " Further
questions over the originality of
Mr. Haley's work were raised
yesterday by Harold Courlander,
the author of "The African," a
novel published in 1967 ...
In a short statement Mr-.
Courlander said, 'I have noted
certain
similarities
between
Roots and my book The African
both thematically and conceptually."
1he following "similarities"
are cited:
From The African, "We are of
different tribes," Doume said.
"We bear different marks upon
our skins. But as of today we are
one village."
From Roots, "The voice of an
elder rang out, 'Hear me!
Though we are of different tribes
and tongues, remember that we
are the same people! We must
be as one village. "
From The African, " First thing
to learn ' old Ned said, ' is to
forget all that African talk . Old
Master, he don't like it.
Overseer, he don 't like it
neither.
From Roots, "I'm telling you
boy you got to forgit all that African talk. Make white folks mad
an'scare niggers."

Trivial
Matters
by Robert Kern
This week we enter the
dangerous world of espoinage:
assassins, garrots, bugs, a regular
Washington Potpourri. Belt up
your trench coats, _get your
decoder rings out and go to it.
1) What was Robert Goulet's
code name as spy David March?
2) Who played Dr. Miguelito
Loveless on ' The Wild, Wild
West?
3) Where did Alexander Mundy
live during the third season of It
Takes A Thien
4) Who, besides Sean Connery
and Roger Moore, has played
James Bond?
5) What was Goldfinger's first
name ?
6) What does THRUSH stand for?
What does UNCLE stand for?
7) In what city did Kelly Robinson
and Alexander Scott train?
8) Who was the original leader of
the Impossible Missions force
and who played him?
9) Who played the amnesiac
troubled by the words Coronet
Blue?
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From The African, " How do I
do this thing? Do it by being a
no-good , lazy, shiftless, headscratchin ' nigger, that's how."
FromRoots, " Reckon since
you been born I been actin' like
de no-good, lazy, shiftless, headscratchin' nigger white folks say
us is."
Imagine such a controversy in
so dignified a journal as The New
York Times! Ridiculou s!

Kean-undrums
nags-Browns, How many were
Sponsored by the Mathematics
met between the towns?
Club of Kean College Answers to
last week 's puzzles.
ADVANCED
SIMPLE
Given a large cube made up of
Without safeties only one answer , smaller cubes (8 x 8 x 8) , with the
is possible: 0,3,6,8. The third
outer faces of the large cube
period score could come either
from a touchdown or two field
goals. The fourth period score
had to come from a touchdown
plus a two-point conversion .
INTERMEDIATE
Both lights are red during the
first and twelveth seconds and
never match at any other time.
The answer, therefore, is 1/6.
ADVANCED
... RB. can only be NEARBY and ...
LR ... must be WALRUS. Then we
can convert KVJZDC into
ASYLU ., which is obviously
ASYLUM. FWF JID EQO WO?
Test your skill on the following
alegebraic problems.
SIMPLE
To stimulate his son in the pursuit
of
partial
differential
equations, a math professor
offered to pay him $8 for every
equation correctly solved and to
fine him $5 for every incorrect
solution. At the end of 26
problems, neither owed any
money to the other . How many
did the boy solve correctly?
INTERMEDIATE
Between Sing-Sing and TarryTown, I met my worthy friend,
John
Brown, And
seven
daugthers, riding nags, And
every one had seven bags. In
every bag were thirty cats, And
every cat had forty rats, Besides a
brood of fifty kittens. All but the
nags were wearing mittens!
Mittens, kittens-cats, rats-bags,

painted green. How many of the
smaller cubes will be painted on
Osides? 2 sides? 3 sides? 4 sides? 5
sides? 6 sides? Next week· we w ill
test your ability to decide games
of chance.

A Gourmand
(Continued from page 6)
teaspoon of salt. Add this to the
saucepan and cook the sauce,
stirring constantly over low heat
until it thickens. Simmer the
sauce gently for 10 minutes and
serve it very hot with any
barbecued meat or fowl.
Mexican Barbecue Sauce:
Combine 1 cup olive oil, ½ cup
vinegar, 3 tablespoon each of
finely minced shallot and green
petter, 1 cup tomato juice, 1 teaspoon oregano, 1 tablespoon
oregano, 1 tablespoon salt.
Simmer the mixture gently for 10
minutes and strain it. Use for basting meats and fish.
California Barbecue Sauce:
Combine 1½ cups olive oil, 1 cup
red wine,¼ cup vinegar, 1 teaspoon chopped parsely, 1 tablespoon salt, 2 garlic clove, crushed,
and ¼ teaspoon freshly ground
petter (black). For basting grille<;J
meats and poultry.
Of course, so much spicy
sauce will have your guests
clamoring for something coll
and refreshing. I offer for your
opinionIced Rum Husks: To serve 4

you need 1 large pineapple, 1
pint vanilla ice cream, 1 tablespoon instant coffee, 4 brazil nuts
¼ cup Bacard i rum and 1 tablespoon of brown sugar. Finely slice
the Brazil nuts. Cut top off
pineapple at shoulder. Scoop
out flesh by running sharp knife
just inside skin. Pierce skin
toward bottom with thin knife
and move blade to slice through
bottom , take out flesh. Put shell
in deep freeze. Cut away hard
flesh from center and cut into ½
in wedged and place in bowl.
Place rum and sugar with
pineapple and allow to macerate
in the refrigerator. Mix ice cream
with chopped nuts. Mix instant
coffee with .2 tablespoon boiling
water, combine with ice cream .
Place alternate layers of pineapple and ice cream in frozen shells
until you reach top. You may
freeze for party. Usually this
recipe gives me more than can fit
in the shell. Present the filled
shells first for show and then
work from the,other containers.
' Who loves not women, wine
and song, remains a fool his
whole life long"Martin Luther.

Join the Eliz. P.(D.
Elizabeth
Police
Director
Joseph Brennan indicated his
continued commitment in the
recruitment of women and
minority candidates to fill police
positions today. Brennan said
that the Department is anticipating a Civil Service Test for
residents early thi s. summer.
Brennan
stated
that the
Department's recruitment office
is planning· pre-exam training
cla sses between May 3, 1977-June
10) Who played April dancer and
Mark Slate in the original pilot of
The Girl From U.N.C.L.E.l
Special brainbuster ; So name
the cast and characters of Mission: Impossible after their
leader was replaced (s'ecifud
season)? Whose voice gave the
IMF their assigement?

10, 1977, Tuesday and Thursday
evenings between 7:00 p.m. and
10:00 p.m. at George
Washington School No.1.
Though the Elizabeth Police
Civil Service Exam is only open to
Elizabeth residents, Brennan said
that any person interested in
attending the pre-exam class is
welcome.
To receive Elizabet h Police
Career information an invitation
to the pre-exam cla sses, Call ,
289-4400 ext 228 or write the
Elizabeth Police Department
Headquarters, 35 Morrell Street,
Elizabeth, New Jersey 07201 .
Attention: Personnel • Recruitment Office. Representatives
from
the
Elizabeth
Police
Department will be on campus
Thursday, April 28.

❖

a

simple fact. No matter where y _
:er Spring Break, nobody can get
_hack for less than Trailways. As a
•·-• right now, we'll take you anywhere -•.A for only $50.00. That's less than t -·_.
good term paper.
- - ·d talk about comfort. Every
❖
te controlled and equipped with YOf'ltntrv,
til>~ seats. And unlike Greyhound, we
~fflgstable headrests and footrests. You' ll
~~~p so fast you'll think you're still in class.
f J3fut don't believe us. Ask anybody who's
</ ridden both a Trailways and a Greyhound.
Thcy;Jl tell you that it doesn't take a Ph.D to
figure out Trailways gives you more.
Call your local Trailways Tenninal for
complete schedules and inf9nnation on all our
bargain fares. B~cause 1,1/hen it comes to saving
money this Spring, we can all use a break.
--- - -

TraHways

Go anywhere we go f()r $50 or less.
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So you want to be

a Superstar
Kean College held -its first ann ual Battle of the Kean Superst~rs on Saturday, April 23rd. Sponsored by the
Kean College Recreation Club, th e activities were held in the field behind D'Angola Gym. Congratulations
to team #4: Dawn Weber, Renee Luberto, Penny Morris, Biff Wilbur, Rodger Jacob, and Dave Abbruzzese,
the Kean College Superstars of 1977.
.

1-'lwro b, \la~c/,1 l,a/1, -1\le1Je1JdP1

Coordination came in handy while running the obstacle course.

The exhausted contestants get a well-cfeserved break.

You are cordially invited to attend the 3rd Annual Beaux-Arts Ball, Friday, May 13, 8 p.m., Lenore Vaugh-Eames Hall
Lobby. Mask or costume required. Donation $1 .00 RSVP Fine Arts Office, 527-2307.

"
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1-'horo bv )teve )rh e1ne r

S.undra Sharp, Jessamine in the CBS special MinstrerMan, appeared in
the little Theatre, Thursday, April 1st.
·

1-'holO bv Magda Ga/,;-Menencle,

l'h o ro b y Ma rr a Vern a

l

....

... ~~,

,..4---·-·•
~-

l'horo by 5reve )c/1 e i11er

April 21st was Soup Day, and if you bought lunch on campus, soup is what you received. Money
coUected on this day went towards feeding the hungry.
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l'hoto by Marta Verna

John B. Williams, standing in front of his work entitled Landscape No. 1 .

l'hoto by Marta Verna

Untitled - Works in porcelain by Jane G. Arvystas.

l'hoto by ~teve ~cheiner

l'hoto by Ma rt a Verna

Last week's Lunchtime Theatre production was The Fantasticks. Pictured are JoAnne Giannotto as Louisa, Ed
Faver as Bellamy, and Gary Reddick as Huckalbee

Handbuilt stoneware by Rosalie Mauro, entitled: Untitled.

Pho to b y Jeff Co hen

Gary Synder, Beat poet of the 60's, appeared on campus Monday of last
week.

I

l'hoto by Ma rta Vern a

The grand opening of the Raku kiln, built by the Adwanced Ceramics Class, was begun by the lighting of
the kiln by Bruce Weiner.
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Off The
s ·helf. • •
'' Bay of Infamy"
,by C. T. Proudfoot
I am old enough to remember
the Bay of Pigs disaster. I wa s a
junior in high school at the time,
and it represented , a turning
point in my lif~: I learned that
even idols like J.F.K. and Adlai
Stevenson could have feet of
clay . Haynes Johnson 's definitive
account, The Bay of Pigs-The
Leader's Story of Brigade:
reawakened a question about
American Foreign Policy which
has been dozing in my memory
for the past fifteen years: why do
we tend to commit ourselves half

disallusionment of Lu Brigada iS
b rilliantl y told by Johnson,
mainly· in the words of Brigade
leaders Manuel Artime, Jose
Perez San Roman , Erneido Oliva ,
and Enrique Ruiz Williams .
While reading the book I
wondered whether, given the assurances and promises that the
exiles were , I wouldn ' t have
jumped at the chance of regaining power , and benn just as bitter
abou't the seemingly calculated.
American bumbling which was
responsible for the invasion 's
failure . I do not support aggres-
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The 'E nglishtown Music Hall
Bluegrass Bonanza in New Jersey
by Bruce Sidwell
In a to w n noted for a national
drag ra cin g events and the
world 's largest fl ea market exists
t he Nashville of the North, the
Englishtown Music Hall. Every
weekend , musici ans from
variou s states gatther at the
home of bluegrass for an

sion as · a national policy, but I
~ el it is even worse to engage in
such a policy without total commitment. Perhaps we have
learned our lesson and will no
longer engage in the " diplomacy
of violence" with all its faulty
mechanisms we seem not to support as a nation .
(Special thanks to Gus Garcia
for loaning me his personal copy
of the book)

way?
Fitting ly enough , this is the
basic question Mr. Joh'nson
probes in his book. In repeated
interviews with the people who
participated in this debacle (and
paid dearly for it) there is an consistant recurrence of the belief
that the U.S. would back them
"all the way." It becomes obvious, through hindsight, that a
well-supported invasion of Cuba
might well have been successful.
Certainly, we received as much
international bad publicity from
our half-assed participation as
we would have from a successful
effort. This brings to my mind
another abortive bit of foreign
policy from more recen\
times-Viet Nam.
I do not wish to go on record as
supporti n g the type of agressive
policy represented by the Cuban
invasion or the intervention in
Viet Nam , !Sut once we were
committed , why bungle the job?
The same type of second guessing and half-hearted effort
which caused the failure of the
Bay of Pigs invasion were
multiplied in our tragic mishand Ii ng of the Vietnamese
situation. lf'it is the policy of the
U.S. government to intervene in
other nation 's affairs (and it
alway has been) , then we must
follow-up our initial commitments (or why bother making
them?)
The book is also a remarkable
account of the dedication and
bravery of the tragic few who
survied the disaster. Even Fidel
Castro praised the courage of the
"gallant band" in the course of a
speech condemming American
Imperialism. The story (long
concealed from the U.S. public)
of the training, fighting, and final

•

I

1. Do you listen to WNSC? Yes
why.

No: If no, please state reasons

2. In which areas do you listen (Sloan Lounge, Dorms, CA TV)?
3. Which days and times do you usually listen? _ __ __
4. Which D .J.'s do you like the most? _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Least

Why?

One strain in the Dream is that
the mass of Americans enthusia'Stica lly and simultaneously
embrace contradictory ideals :
" equality of opportunity" and
"absolute equality." Equality of
results (probably impossible to
achieve) has become increasingly prominent in the

stringed instrucments .
Bluegrass music has come a
long way since " The Cabin in the
Woods ." Frequent usage on
telev ision has brought people
like Flatt and Scruggs (" Beverly
Hillbillies") into our living
rooms . Tod ay, some of the better
pickers
now
have slightl y
different accents:
Broo.k lyn ,
Hoboken ,
etc.
However ,
bluegrass is American music and
can be comfortable played in a
five floor tenement, as well as in
someone 's cowfield .
Bluegrass music in New Jersey
is gathering speed in it effort to
be recognized as a popular form
of music. In April , educational
television will film a bluegrass
special at Englishtow~ which will
be aired nationally. This year will
be a record one for the number
of outdoor bluegrass festivals
held around the country. The
success and acceptance of
bluegrass, miles north of the
Mason-Dixon Line, is an indication of a long-lasting musical
heritage for America .

lie

5. What type of music would you prefer aired? _ _ _ __
6. Would you want speakers in the hallways of the dorr~s?
Yes No
7. What other radio stations do you listen to? _ _ _ _ __
8. Do you find WNSC informative (i .e. college goings-on,
concert happenings, etc.? Yes No
9. Should there be more news _ _ less news _ _ ?
10. Are you in favor of broadcasting news for half an hour a day?
Yes No. When? _ _ __
11. Should we present time for opinions and editorials? Yes
No.

12. Would you like to hear more on campus news? Yes
On campus announcements? Yes No.
13. Should we advertise more? Yes

No.

by the -Indy staff
Somerset Maugham fans, rejoice! Channel 13 spends this
week showing film anthologies
of his stories, starting Monday at
11 . For the regular group of
readers, there is a very varied
selection . _

No.

14. Should programming be extended to 2:00 a.m .? Yes
Weekends? Yes No.

No

15. How is reception? None - Poor - Acceptable - Good - Very
Good - Great
16. Should we hold contests? (i .e. record giveaways, concert
tickets) Yes No
17. What kind of specials would you like? _ _ _ _ _ __
18. Would you like to hear broadcasts of concert~ _ _ __
Coffeehouse _ _ _ _ Interviews _ _ _ _ ?
19. Who stole our amplifier from Craft Store? _ _ _ __ _
20. What constructive suggestions can you offer on improving
WNSC? Be specific
·

THURSDAY
11 :00 (13) Spies (1928) Germd, 1
director Fritz Lang 's silent classic
about a aspy ring headed by the
evil Dr. Mabuse, who runs the
organization in the guise of a
banker. (90 min.)
'
12 :30 (5) The Master of Ballantrae
(1953) An excellently produced
version of the Robert Louis
Stevenson tale of fraternal
rivalry, love, war, honor, and
other good adventure stuff! (2
hrs.)
1 :00 (7) Little Murders (1971) An
abrasive little dark farce about
one family's solution to the
crime in the streets (2 hrs. 15
min.)

SATURDAY
11 :30 (7) M*A *S*H (1970) The
famous film from which the hit
TV show was taken. About the
darkly comic adventures of an
Army surgical team during the
Korean War. (2 hrs.) .
12:00(4)TV
ShowTheCalifornia video team in their first
network show (they have
previously appeared on PBS) . It
says it's a pilot, but don 't count
on a series in September.
SUNDAY
11 :30 (4) Slaughterhouse-Five
(1972) Billy Pilgrim, who was
present at the fire-bombin~ of
Dresden, encounters aliens and
becomes " unstuck in time" - that
is, he jumps at random to
moments " of his life, past,
present, and future. Faithful
entertaining version of ~rt
Vonnegut's novel. I wonder how
TV will handle the scenes with
Montana Wildhack . . . (2 hrs.)

MONDAY

Please turn completed forms in to lndependent' Office
FRIDAY
12:35 (7) Fail Safe (1964) Tense
doomsday thriller about an accidental U .S. nuclear attack on
Moscow. Excellent. (2 hrs. 25
min.)
2:30 (4) Ten Little Indians (1966)
Remake of And Then There
dustrial Relations and Inter- Were None, Agatha Christie's
national
Studies ,
Studies, ~ thriller about strangers who are
University of California, summoned to a remote mounBerkeley. He previously taught at tain lodge, sentenced -to death
for
past
crimes ,
and
the University of Chicago and
the University of Michigan. He is systematically murdered. This
version, starring Hugh O ' Brien,
author of Intellectuals in Labor
Unions (Free Press) Industrial Shirley Eaton, and Stanley
Holloway, doesn 't quite come
Relations
( Chicago ),
up to the original , but it is wellOrganizational
Intelligence:
acted and- suspenseful (2 h rs.)
Knowledge and Policy in
Government and Industry (Basicr 4:35 (2) The Big Store (1941 ) The
Books) , and The Welfare State Marx Brothers i n their last
and Equality (University of decent film , invading the relative
privacy of a large urban
Californ ia Press) ; he is also codepartment
store.
Features
author of Industrial Society and
Social Welfare (Free Press), and Groucho Marx 's intense porco-editor of The Uses of trayal of the character Wolf ).
Flywheel. Many good producSociology (Basic Books). Currently he is preparing a book on the tion numbers, plus a hilarious
politics of taxing and spending of chase. Popcorn extra . (1 hr. 40
min-:-)
which this paper is a part.

Townsend"s ''Arnerical,1" Series
Covers -Welfare and Equality
The Third
lecture in the
Townsend Series on the
"American Dream" will be
presented by Dr. Harold L.
Wilensky, Professor of Sociology
at the Berkeley Campus of the
University of California.
Dr. Wilensky will continue this
examination of contemporary
America n society · with his ad dress on " The Welfare State and
Equality."

" evenin ' of pickin ' and stompin ' ,"
Re sembling the old South with
its fa rm s and w hitewashed
f en c e s, En g l i sh t o w n , N J,
provides a natura l settin g for a
gathering o f bluegrass lovers.
Th e Music Hall adds to thi s spirit
of quaintness w ith its eighty-sixyea r-old structure made en t irely
of wood .
Inside the hall, converted
church pews are utilized for
audience seating , while
backstage , home-made ci der is
poured
from
the kitchen.
Located behind the stage, the
kitchen offers a variety of
delicious food
and allows
al.(dience and performers to
intermingle and that, a practice
rare in the music business.
Built in nineteen-eighty-one,
the Music Hall served as a lodge
for the Knights of Pythias and the
Sons of Liberty, until its purchase
in
nineteen-seventy-five.
A
building designed so long ago
now serves as an ideal surrounding, acoustices-wise, for

d~bates on school integration,
health, housing, race relations,
welfare, and, indeed, all social
policy . He will explore the question of whether these ambiquities and contradictions in
the beliefs and values of
Americans are peculiar to our
country or appear elsewhere,
and why . In so far as ideology is a
constraint on publ ic policy, we
can thereby address the larger
question , " What are the future
possibilities of the Amer ican
Dream? "
Dr. Wilensky can be heard in J100 at 8:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 28th. Harold L. Wilensky is
Professor in the Department of
Sociology and
Research
Sociologist in the Institutes of In-

12:30 (5) A Slight Case of Murder
(1938) Edward G. Robinson tried
to help his gang go straight, but
the temptation is too great. A
very, very funny movie (1 hr. 50
min .)
TUESDAY
1:00 (2) Banyon )1971) Decent
made-for-TV mystery starring
Robert 'Forster as a ,'!hardJ
boiled" detective in the 1930's,
charged with that old murder he
didn't commit . (2 hrs.)
1 :05 (7) How to Stuff a Wild Bikini
(1965) A typical beach movie.
The only redeeming feature is
that it is one of Buster Keaton 's
last movies. Watch it with the
sound off. (1 h r. 55 min.)
WEDNESDAY
. 11 :30 (2) Hell's Angels on Wheels
(1967) Jack Nicholson leads a
motorcycle gang , creating
mayhem a la Brando and Fonda.
Note the fight with chains in an
empty motel swimming pool. (1
hr. 5
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Along Came a Snyder.
by Bob Baker
Gary Snyder, poet and head
tribesman, read at Kean last
week.
,..,..
He began with a series of translated Indian folk tales. At the
end of each he looked up, excited, to a no respo nse au d ie nce,
and his face dropped somewhat.
The final folk tale was wrought
wjth sexuality and drew applause
from the audience (myself included).
Ecologist, he read about the
simple mountain life. I asked
" What about your life style?"
and he replied "It's like a sauna
bath, the adults are at the same
level as the children." Gary further suggested that "the science
of ecology has taught us to
understand there is a possible
optimal bio-state in any given
natural region which is called
climax. What we see now is that
some human societies can be in a
climax condition , and some
human minds. Such societies
when found are always primative
(pre-civilized), and such minds
are what we call .mystics."
He read nature poems and
prayers to Earth, Sky, Water, Life
and Zen Minds. Tales of Ko and
mountain ledges-land of death
and life " to the mind and all its
dominion we offer gratitude."
" Is life practiced, or is it an art?"
" To perfect any are one must
always practice. "
" What about Zen?"
That's enough for now."
Earlier in the afternoon the
poet was honored at a reception,
sponsored by the Kean College
Literary Society. Several hundred
students and guests enjoyed
wine and cheese, the sunlight of
the front lounge and patio, the
chance to speak informally with
Gary. He entered into the joyous
spirit of the day and seemed to
have as much fun as the students .
Gary does not write about
neon illumined brick walls and
destruction, he suggests instead
" The time has come to concentrate on health instead of
craziness. You don 't have to die.
People seem to have a hard time
letting go of the romanticism of
Self Destruction . But self-destruction is alienation , a negative
energy. The idea is to turn that
energy into something positive
and use it to change things.
There are many alternatives . The
wealth and affluence of the
United States makes us a special
case. One sho1,.1ld live ir. a foreign
country (or foreign state of
mind ) for a while to see what else
there is. Look, the U .S. is a sick
organism ,
over-consuming
everything. Civilization is· a
disease, and cancer is the cure. "
Painful though it may be, Gary
offers us hope.
About poetry, Gary would say
only four things: "Poetry is
beautiful. Poetry is good for you.
You should read it to your
children . Your parents are good
poets."
As a final note, I'll say that this
is my first review of a cultural
event. I can think of no other
event at which a novice journalist could have had such a
pleasant and enlightening experience . It was pure joy to interview Gary Snyder , a highly
educated and extremely
intelligent individual. But aside
_from his intelligence and literary
ability, Gary is truly one of t.fie
finest, kindest human beings I
have ever met. If, as Gary says,
poetry is beautiful (and I think it
is) then we should all offer our
sincerest appreciation to a poet
who makes it possible for us to
appreciate beauty. Look , the U.S.
is a sick organism, over-consuming everything. Civilization
is a disease, and cancer is the
cure. " Painful though it may be,
Gary offers us hope.
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May WOMAN TALKS
Devoted to Female/Male
Relationships

During the month of May Kean's
Counseling Center and the Campus Center for women will be
coordinating their efforts to
present a 'mixed media" event.
Mr. Tim Hamway of the Counseling Center has designer a major
conference for the Kean campus
population and the general community on ' Intimacy," and
scheuled it for May 7. The
WOMAN
TALK . sessions
sched uled for May will address
the same general theme and
each segment of the women's
discussion series will examine
women and men , their
problems, their perceptions and
their interpersonal relations .
for the May 4 segment of the
WOMAN TALK series, Kean 's
. counseling psychologist Jose
l'hoto by )teve !ichemer
Quiles will discuss "Changing
Sixties' Beat poet Gary Snyder spoke on poetry and life Monday of Sexual/Social Roles" Quiles invites audience participation as
last week.

RED BEANS Simmers
by John 5. Billias
Jimmy McGriff's latest album
on Groove Merchant is called
RED BEANS, and for those who
aren't familiar with Jimmy, his
music falls into the category of

Jan.
RED BEANS reminds me at
timtlS of the sound put out by
Herbie
Hancock
on
HEADHUNTERS. The sound is
Jazz, but there is something
added to it. Perhaps it is a bit too
electric at times. But some of the
cuts on BEANS do show Jimmy 's
expertise on the organ . There is a
demi-funk song by the name of
" Big Booty Bounce" that has the
smoothest organ work I've ever
heard McGriff belt out. Don 't get
me wrong-Mr. Jimmy can also
work wonders with Acoustic

Piano, Clavinet , and Electric
Piano , but he is an organist
supreme.
Tones and moods on this disc
range · from downright funky
(" Red Beans ") to exotically
mellow (" Space Cadet") . And for
purists, let it be known that there
are real violins, cellos , and violas
to be found on this LP (not a sign
of an ARP Odyssey!).
·
In addition to McGriff's excellent performance there are a
few other noteworthy musicans
joining him . Mike Brecker has a
smokin ' tenor sax solo on· 'Cakes
Alive", and his brother . Randy
Brecker adds his trumpet to -the
crystal clarity of the brass.
I like to rate records on a scale
of one to five discs with one being poor and five being ex-

Fantastick ·Production
by Arlene Casey
Not too surprising a thought
after the first of the last three
Lu_nchtirne Theatre productions
of this play, the April 19, 12:30
prod_u ction of " The Fantasticks",
was SOLD OUT. It was indeed a
" Fantastick" production of the
longest running Off-Broadway
show in the history of American
Theatre .
The play itself, " The Fantasticks", will celebrate its 18th
year at the Sullivan Street
Playhouse in New York on May 1,
1977. If it's as well-done as the
Kean Theater Guild, then its
success is understandable.
Some fool people called,
" critics", whose job it is to review
theater productions usually,<
gave lousy comments on Jones'
and Schmidt's creative remake of
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet,
on first impressions. It only
proves that the old cliche,"
· "What do critics know? " may
have some bearing to it. Tom
Jones and Harvey Schmidt would
have been proud papas of our
Kean students today.
Interestingly
enough,
the
audience was comprised of mostly senior citizens. After the
show, a few left singing, " Try to
Remember''s
Follow-followfollow-ing, and commenting,
" Wasn ' t that cute?"
Experiencing deja-vu, JoAnne
Giannotto, as Louisa , portrayed a
naive, s~eet young thing again
(remember
Carrie
in
"Carouse"?) with a soprano
voice that may soon make
Beverly Sills green with envy.
Other members of the cast
were Joe Morano as the Narratorl,EI Gallo (?), Douglas M .
Fogel as Matt, Leon 8 . Acosta as
Huckalbee who was substituted

April 19 by Gary Reddick as Stage
Manager also, Ed Faver as
Bellamy, and Karen Locciaano as
the Mute. The play was directed
and choreographed by Kathi W .
Marcus with the assistance
musicc1lly by Dozia Zygida .
True to the program this time,
the production style and story

he takes us through selected
games and exercises to reveal
just how stereotyped" our
everybody behaviors really are.
Quiles has recently joined the
Counseling Center staff-in that
department he is responsible for
program
development · and
outreach strategies . He also
counsels individual and group
clients at the Center. Quiles
holds his B.A. degree from the
University of Puerto Rico, and
M .A. degree from Kean and is
close to completion of his doctoral work at Rutgers University.
Prior to arriving at Kean, Quiles
was an assistant professor and
student development specialist
and had served as State Coordinator for Bilingual Education.
Quiles on May 4 begins the
month-long discussion on men,
women , relationships, ·and intimacy. On May 11 , a panel of
members of the Kean community w ill discuss ' Men,s
Lives;" and for WOMAN TALK 's
final session of the semester on
May 18, another panel presentation on " Women 's Lib : ft Is
Time for An Evaluation? "
Join us May 4 and May 7 for
this shared project!

cellent. Jimmy scores five discs
for both
performance and
recording quality. Enjoy this lilting LP with fine wine and atmosphere.
Answers to Trivia:
man Fell.
1. Blue Light
Special Brainbuster:
2. Michael Dunn
3. The Watergate (such irony)
4. George Lazenby (On Her Majesty's Secret Service)
5. Auric
6. The Hierarchy for the Ridding
of Undesirables and the Subjugation of Humanity; United
Network Command for Law and
Enforcement
7. sa·n Francisco
8. Danie/ Briggs, Played by
Steven Hill
9. Frank Converse
10. Mary Ann Mobley and Nor-

a. Jim Phelps, Peter Graves;
Rollin Hand, Martin Landau;
Cinnamon Carter, Barbara Bain ;
Barney Collier, Greg Morris;
Willy Armitage, Peter Lups.
b. Bruce Geller's (The Executive Producer).

THE WRITING LAB
IS IN
J-200

Lunchtime -Theatre
line were imaginative and simple .
Doug Fogel and JoAnne Giannotto pooled their musical theatrical talents to save for good harmony which is rarely heard in
good form anymore and
welcomef by many. It paid off
handsomely in this particular

l'hoto bv )te ve )cheiner

Gary Reddick (left) and Ed Fawer frame young lovers Doug Fogel and
JoAnne Giannotto in Lunchtime Theatre's production of "The Fantasticks."

p·roduction .
An elevated wooden platform
made viewing a lot easier,
especially for four senior citizens
in the last row and one nearly
blind reviewer. The three other
people sat on top of their chairs
because they left their
binoculars home or elsewhere
out of sight.
Whether it was Joe Morano or
the so ng he sang, some pretty
old little ditty with significance to
the play, 'Try to Remember", the
audience oohed and aahed with
delight.
The story line itself is about
first love (Matt and Louise)
(Doug and JoAnne), and the
pains of growing up. Fortunately
to keep the saccharine from
illegally being theatrically
smuggled in, Huckalbee and
Bellamy (Gary/Leon and Ed
Faver) , provided some comically ,
touching old codgers as. the ·
parents of their young'uns in
trouble with life. Karen Loccisano portrayed a great Mute,
giving no comment on the play
whatsoever. She's probably the
bt;!St critic of the play .
Considering Lunchtime did
" Godspell" as its last roduction
for the '75-76 season , and then
seeing " Godspell " on Broadway,
it's a relief and a privilege to say
that the Lunchtime Theatre
Series is apually humbly more
professional in production. Dr.
Jason Teran·, Robert Alan Harper,
and all those other people who
pratically live in the Theater Arts
department,-or therewith, are to
heartily congratulated for the
Little Theatre series of professional acting. Just change the
"Lunchtime", since food and
beverage are not longer admitted into the Little Theater.
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Stude nt Organization
Presents
Kean Week
D an ce
M arathon
(C. E.C.)
3 p .m .

30
Saturday
Dance
Marathon
cont.

~~
j\~D

Dfl

April 29-May 7
APRIL 29
Fridilly

April 28, 1977

l~TQ.ODO(b- ~

MAY 1

2

3

Tuesdilly

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Dance
Mara t hon
3 a.m .
(ends)

Almost
A nyt hing
Goes
10 a.m .

A l mos t
Any th i ng
Goes
10 a.m .

Exot ic
Food
Fair
(LS.A.

(Class of 80)
7

5

4

Wednesday

Thursday

Wednesdilly

Late
Nigh t
Festival
(Th ird Wor ld)
8 p. m .- ?

Flea
Market
(Stu . Org.)

Dorm
Dedication
(housing
ceremony)
11 a.m.

.. .

Street
Musicians

Saturday
Recreation
Dav

(S.O.)
Open Pub
All Dav

6

A ll
Colle1ie
Picnic
(Even ing
Stud en t
Co unci l)
1 p.m .

Fridilly
SPECIAL
EVENTS

(5.0 .)

.. .

10 a.m .-4 p .n:;i .

.

Thurscfay, April 28, 1977
12:30 & 3 p.m.

I

Film : "Gospel According
Political Science

to

St. M ., uhew"

-

,

.

Little Theatre

Film: " Memory of Justice"
CIAO -Wine & Cheese
Choir Practice
Dr. H. Wilensky-Townsend Lecture

1140
Alumni lge
Little Theatre
Mtg Rm A
Dining " m Ill
1100

CEC Dance Marathon (Beginning)
Evening Student Council
Student Council

College Cafe
Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm A

CEC Craft Fair
Childrens Show " Magic Show."
" Snow Wh ite and the Seven Dwarfs"
Kean College Drama Students

TV Lge
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Little Theatre

3:00 p.m.
1 :00- 6:00 p .m.
2:00- 6:00 p.m.
5:00-10:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-End

Dance Marathon (endin g)
Campus Ministry Picnic
Nu Sigma Tau Dinner
Alpha Kappa Alpha Meeting
Movie " The Other Side of Midnight"

College Cafe
Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm t\
Browsing Rm
little Theatre

Monday, May 2, 1977
10:00 a.m.-end
10:00- 3:30 p.m.
8 :00-10:00 p.m.
8:00-11 :00 p.m.

" Almost Anything Goes" Kean Week
Military Branches
Cuban Committee Lecture
Omega Psi Ph i Meeting

Football Field
Outside College Ctr
Little Theatr-e
Mtg Rm B

" Almost Anything Goes" Kean Week
Campus Ministry
Residence Association
CEC Meeting
Jewish Club
International Students
IVCF
IFSC
CIAO Italian Clu6
Psychology Club
Spanish Cultural Association
Italian Club
Nu Theta Chi " Father & Daughter"
Rho Theta Tau
Zeta Delta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Na Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Tau
Exotic Food Fair - lnt' I Students Assoc.
The " Steel Band"

Football Field
Little Theatre
Dining Rm II
CCS-104

3:05- 4:20
7:00-10:30
7:00-11:00
7 :30-11 :00
7:30-11 :00
8 :00-10:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
J<>.m.
p.m.

Friday, April 29, 1977
3:00 p.m.
6:00-11 :00 p.m.
6:00-11 :00 p.m.
Saturday, April 30, 1977

9:00-4:00
1 :00-2 :30
2:30-4 :00
4:00-6~00

p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Sunday, May 1, 1977

Tuesday, May 3, 1977

10:00 a.m.-End
1:401 :40-,, 3:05 p.m.

,,

6:00-11 :00 p.m.
6:00- 8:00 p.m.
7:40-10:00
p.m.
,,
7:40-10:10 p.m.
7:40-10:10 p.m.
7:40-10:00 p.m.

Wednesday, May 4, 1977

9:00- 2:00 p.m.
10:30-11 :30 p.m.
12:00- 1 :30 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m.

Prayer Meeting

Gentlemen of Leisure Production
Student Activities Coffee Hour
Women Talk
Movie " Easy Rider"

W300

)130· .
)101
W207
W202

)103

W400

W202A
Browsing Rm
B212
)307
)132
W213
W100
)103
Outside College Ctr
Outside ~ollege Ctr
TV Lge
Hutchinson
Alumni Lge
Little Theatre

-

April 28, 19~7

PLAYS

CCB Presents

Sun ., May 1, 1~77

The Other
Side of the
Mountain
Little Theatre
1st Show 7:30
2nd Show 9:30
Admi ssion 25¢
Sponsored By
Graduate Student Council
and Graduate James Joyce CourM
Wednesday, May 4, 1 977
in JlOO at 5 p.m .

Have you ever told a lie 1
Come on, just a little white

one?
Come -

can do.

what one little lie

The Theatre Dept. production
of Lilian Hellman 's
The Children's Hour" will be
held on May 5, 6 & 7. Tickets
are $3 .00 & $2 .00 (½ price
with K.C . 1.0.) and are on sale
now at the T.P.A . Box Office.
Don 't miu itll

S.S.P.E.
(Student Society for
Professional Education)
Last meeting of the semester

Confused! Lonely!

IMPORTANT MEETING
Thurs., May 5
Willis 200
3:00 (College free hour)

527-2330
527-2360
289-2101

Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-1 a.m.

WNSC Meeting May 1
at 8:00 in
Downs Hall Dining Rm ~

Sat. & Sun.
2 p.m.-1 a.m .

BANQUETS
Social Work
Sen ior Awards Banquet
May 20, 1977
at 7 :00 p.m .
Town and Campus
Morris Ave .. Union, N.J .
Adm iss ion : $ 10.00
Music by John Rich
Buffet Dinner
For tickets contact :
Gloria Bartoh
Alice Hacket, 754-5610
Sandy Apperman

James Joyce's
ULYSSES
the famous film based on the famous
novel
No Admission
Open to all the College Commun ity
Panel discussion by four lively
Joyceans following the film

Come and Seel

PARTIES

Of People
and
A Vision
16mm film on the
emerging nation of Tanzania
Tuesday, May 3
12:15 p.m.
Little Theater
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Rogers Rally / Sozio SmHh
May 9, 1977

3 :30 - 6 :30
Game■, refre■hments,

Let's -

and fun
who's building is number
onel

" 71 " Datsun 510, rebuilt
engine, excellent condition.
Must sell $800. 364-2066 after
6 p .m .

Free afghan hound - male,
housebroken,
well trained .
Loves children . Needs a good
roomy homa,. Owner is moving
into a small apt. Call 278-7926
evenings.

Call Kean College Hotline

BEWARE
The Children's Hour is Comingl
May 5, 6, 7
Box Office Now Open in the Lobby
of the T.P.A .

The Co-Curricular
Program Board
presents

FOUND; motorcycle helmet. Come
to lndyl ask fur the cubicle.

•

''The
Meadowlands"

ATTENTION: Mey 7th
An Invitation

Volunteers are needed to attend the Hand in Hand Festival.

The goal is to paid one friend with one child. More people are
needed to participate in our festival . Orientation dates have
been organized at various locations. It is mandatory to attend a
meeting to be " a friend for a day."
The orientation dates ere:
Thurs., April 28
Middlesex County College
7:30 p.m.
Sun., Mey 1
Middlesex County College
7:30 p.m.
Mon., May 2
St. Mary's H.S.
7:30 p.m.
South Amboy
Set., May7
6 :30 p.m.
Outside Library at
Middlesex County College
Anyone needing more information may contact the Hand in
Hand Office (201) 985-7733

\

Dinner Dance
Date: Mon., May 2, 1977
Time: Busdepartsat7p.m . at
the TPA
Price: 83·. 25
this
unbelievable price includes
an official program , a
reserved grandstand seat and
clubhouse privilegesll

Kean College of New Jersey
Sponsored By
Evening Student Council
Graduate Student Council
Alpha Phi Omega
May27
Downs Hall
Dinner 7 P.M .

Cocktail Hour 6 P.M .

Dancing to Mellophonics 8 P.M .
Tickets: .
Must be purchased in advance
$6.00 per person
Evening Student Council
Ticket Deadline:
May 20, 1977
845 Park Ave.
Please send replies to:
Elizabeth, N.J . 07208
Mrs. Lillian Floyd
Tel. 964-3184 or 351 -6112

Tickets on ..Ie in Student
~ctivities beginning April 18,
1977, room 143, College
Center,
Telephone
527-

2046.

~

"A race will be named in
honor of Kean College of New
Jersey!"

Elections for all Independent
editorships will be held today.

L

What We Have
For Youl

0
0
K

Old Fashioned
Picnic

Saturday, May 7
Rain - Shine
1 P.M . - Kean College Center
Food • Drinks • Games • Entertainment
Bring A Blanke_t or Beach Chair
Sponsored By:
EVENING STUDENT COUNCIL
Adults $1 .50
Kids Under 12 .50¢
Tickets must be purchased in advance from
Roye Hargrove 527-2171
Evening Office J108
Evening Student Council 527-2228
527-2566
Any Evening Student Council Representative
(The people wearing blue tags)
DEADLINE FOR PURCHASING TICKETS IS
APRIL 29
I,

Earl

Klugh

in the Little THeatre

-

May 9th at 8:00 p.m .
./
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'Special K' Halts Squire Losing Streaks
b y David Sch wenzer
Gerry Kupchak proved to the
Squire base ball fa ns t hat he is t he
stopper on thi s yea r 's squa d .
Pitchi ng
with
exceptio nal
br ill ia nce , Kupchak ma nhand led
Rutgers-Ca mden . 11-2. with a
neat six hitter.
Coach Rich Bakker had h ig h
pra ise fo r h is star hurle r .
" Gerry has three effective p itches. A li ve fas tba ll . a good
slider , and the t hing t hat has
reall y made him a better pitcher
is hi s ability to co n tr ol the curve
bal l. "

Des ignated h itter Mike Fe rra ra.
wh o had three sin gles and two
run s batted in . Ferrara . a p itcher .
ha s bee n rel ega ted to th e D .H .

rol e d ue to a p ull ed groi n m uscle , an injury t hat has severel y
hurt t he Squ ire m o und staff.
" Fe rrara posted a 2-0 reco rd

befo re the inj ury. Since then h e
has lo st to Patterson and
G la ssboro.
Sa turday against
Je rsey Ci ty we had to start Steve

Ba kk er cal ls Kupc hak one of
the better p itchers in the
conference and Gerry certainly
has the credentials to back that
statement up. Besides RutgersCamden he also owns victories
over Stockton (11-2). Jersey Cit y
(13-9) and Bloomfield (12-2). and
has a 1.75 Earned Ru n Average .
Kupc hak 's win over RutgersCam den was the only br igh t spot
for th e Squi res in an ot herwi se
disma l we ek, w h ic h Lnclu ded
losses to Gla ssboro (6-0), Tre nton
St . (14-3) and Jersey Cit y (9-7).
" The Rutgers-Ca m de n game
was the first game in tw o wee ks
t hat we were able to com b ine
good h itting, defe nse, and pi tchin g, " Ba kker explained .
Th e 13-hit ba rrage wa s led by

..

,-

I

Gerry Kupchak turne-i in another sterling performance last week in an 11-2 win over Rutgers-Camden.

Kean Stickmen
b y Paul Giorgio
the best yet exhibited all season .
" It was the best of times ; It was
Tri-Captain Pete Milwicz led
the worst of t imes." Through the Kean attack with 4 goals and 6
these immortal words , Charles assists for a sensational 10 points.
Dickens described
pre- Marc Remoli had 3 goals and 4·
revolution ~ry France in his assists and John Rubino had a hat
famous novel A Tale of Two trick himself. 11 other Squires
Cities . Last week , two hundred shook the tw ines at least once in
years later, the_se same words the contest which actuall y was
were brought back to life no contest at all .
throug~ the play of the Kean
There were also some real surCollege Lacrosse squad .
prise performances b y Kean
On Wedne sday it wa s the who , becau se of the score, had
worst of time s as the Squ ires the lu xury of emptying the
were destro yed by F.D .U .- bench all afternoon. For examMadison , 17-3 .
ple , the infamous " yellow-brick
Three days late r it was the best roatj " attack, compri sed of
of t imes for Kean as they ''giants" Ra y Kijowski (5 feet 4 i nslaughtered hapless Stockton ches) , Pete " Yo semite Sam "
State , 23-1 . Charles must be tur- Pogolatos (5 feet 4 in ches) and
ning in hi s gra ve, bu t no more Bob Patlen (5 feet 6 in ches) , act han coach Hawley Waterman 's counted for 4 goals and 2 assists.
head is doing the same on his Kijowski , otherwise known as
shoulder s.
" I
ju st . don ' t " Vanderbilt " becau se o f his
understand th is team ;" said likeness · to the forme r star of
Waterman after Saturda y's vic- T.V.'s " F Troop ," had 2 goals,
tory, " one day we' re terr ible, the Pogolatos had a goal and an ass ist
and Patlen dittoed Pete's pernext day we 're sensational !"
On Saturday the Squ ires were forman ce with a goal and an assensa t ional in defeatin g sist also.
Another surprise was provided
Stockton for the secor.J time this
sea son . Kean 's performance was by E.J. Warren , who scored the
record-shattering, as they scored first goal of his brief career , as
23 goals, the most in a single w~II as playing fine lacrosse all
game by any Squire team to date. afternoon .
The Squires had the usual exThe Squires scored 19 times
before Stockton could break the cellent contributions from Edd
ice with a goal at 12:15 of the Mitzkewich , 1 goal, 2 assists, Ed
third period . The Squire s Cooney, 2 goals, 1 assist , Ernie
stickwork and hustle were by far Yenco , 1 goal , 1 assist, and Ver-

Schleti ch who had never start ed
a game for us and he didn 't fa ir
too well ," Bakk er moaned .
Bes id es Fe r r ara 's in j ur y,
Bakk er has found oth er th ings to
worr y about , incl udi ng th e
team 's lack of R.B.l .'s desp ite a
.292 team batt ing average.
" Our h ittin g is deceptive. Our
leadoff m en are not gettin g o n
ba se like they sho uld. W e are not
gett ing our hits in bunches. "
Don Hieb, New Jersey State
College Player of the Week two
w eeks ago , leads in all offensive
categories . H ieb ha s three
ho me-runs, a .384 Batt ing
average and 16 R.B.l.'s. Other
offe nsive leaders are Joe Ross,
(.361. 7 R. B.l .'s) and part time
pl ayer Wa yne Sa rrow (.458).
Monday, th e Profs Rowland
George (2-0) 4 hit the Squires enro ute to a 6-0 win . Prof shortstop
Frank Alban o h ad the b ig ba t
w ith a homeru n and a single. Sarrow had two hits for Kean .
W ednesda y, Trenton 's Ro n
Sosnowski 's 7-h itter won h im his
fir st game of th e season (1- 5). Joe
Ro ss had the big hit for Kean , a 2run d o uble.
And aga in st Jersey Cit y th e
Squires came back from a 6-2
defi ci t only to fall short at t he
end , 9-7.
Kean 's record is now
7 wi m
and 6 losses.

'Consistently Inconsistent'
non Richardson , a goal.
Defensively the Squires were
led by the consistehtly outstanding play of And y Pollack , Pete
Dahill, Terry Curran, and Dean
Yack , who also scored his second
goal of the season .
Goalie Fred Doremus shu t
Stockton out for nearl y three
periods before being replaced
by Ed Lugo .
The Squires are 1-1 in
con ~eren ce pla y, and .4-5 overall.
STICK CHECKS: The Squires
return to conference action thi s
week by first travelling to
Teaneck on Wednesday for an
important match with F.D .U.
Then on Friday the Squires have
their home final e against N. Y.
Maritime . Scoring again st
Madison was by Cooney, 2 goal s,
and Kijowsk i, a goal. The J.V. lost
to Steven 's last Monday 4-2.
Patlen had both Kean goals.
Summer's Eve awards for thi s
week : F.D .U. Madison - Gene
Nann, Stockton - Ra y Bock, Gene
Nann and Andy Pollack. Last
week 's award went to Bock for
N .Y.I.T. and Richardson and
Yack for Dowling. The J.V. play at
Upsala on Monday Joe " Taxi
Driver" Melvin scored his first
goal of the year against Stockton
in addition to starting his 100th
fight of the season. Stockton
coach Rich Chueng was formerly
a star in C.B .S.'_s Hawaii Five-O.

Somedays it's a battle, other days it's a breeze, as Kean's stickmen
proved last week as they trounced Stockton State, 23-2.

Dratna of Baseball Makes -It Ideal Gatne for Television
by Bob Graczyk

• between the two prindpal actors

When Abner· ✓ Doubleday
invented baseball one day in
1839 on an open ·field in
Cooperstown , New York , he ·
must have known that television
would give it extensive coverage .
For baseball is a natural game for
T.V. Like a good dramatic film ,
baseball has its share 'of nail-biting moments; bottom of the
ninth inning, two outs, and the
winning run on third ba se - what
will happen?; or a relatively
unknown rookie, who enters the
game in the late innings , breaks
up a veteran pitchers' no-hitter.
Granted the field is large, but the
central action always begins

- the pitcher and the batter .
Wh.i le other sports (football
and basketball) have changed
their games forithe T.V. bigwigs,
baseball has stayed the same
through the years . Baseball gives
the media people enough time
for commercials, ridiculous sidenotes (like why a p_itcher
changed his name from Harry to
Eric) and the statistics that true
fans thrive on .
Contrary to football , baseball
is non-violent entertainment yet it has been a regular on T.V.
stations every year . Why
shouldn ' t it? After all it is our
national game.

,

Although the structure of
baseball has not changed, its
appearance has. But again it fits
perfectly into T.V.'s plans. As we
sit on our favorite chair with our
favorite beverage we like what
we see on the T.V. screen . The
brilliant plastic green grass of the
outfield contrasts nicely with the
brown dirt infield , all of which is
surrounded by bright white
str ipes on the sidelines. And the
players uniforms. A far cry from
the knickers worn by baseball
inaugurals in the 1800's. The
present day tight-fitting double
knits not only show the bulging
parts of the male anatomy , but
they give the viewer a pleasant

array of colors to look at.
Its true that T.V. can propel a
sport to new heights of
notability, but it can also aid its
downfall. Minor league baseball
in the 1940's and early 50's was a
popular attraction to people in
small towns . At its peak, 59
leagues populated our country
but today only 20 exist . Not only
are there fewer leagues, but less
and less people are attending
them. Baseball fans are not
dumb. They realized that with increased T.V. coverage they could
see their favorite players for free
and they stopped supporting
their local teams.
Even with all the pluses and

minuses baseball was made for
T.V. and T.V. exhibits it proudly
almost every night during the
summer. So one hot night set up
that cha ir, put enough beer on
ice and settle back ·and enjoy
T.V.'s number one rated show .
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
The Kean Campus Recreation
office will sponsor a men 's
and women 's tennis tourney
from May 3rd to 6th. Applicants may sign up in the intramural office or in the
student
actIvItIes
center.
Throw your body into the
game and win a trophy . The
entry deadline will be April
27th.

. April 28, 1977
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Winds of Change Have Swept Away Female Athletic Disparity
b y Art Handel
Pat Hannisch , the Women 's
Athleti cs Director of Kea n
College, be lieves that females
have achieve d parity in sports
with the ir male coun te rparts, but
the ir are st il l signif ica nt·
prob le ms w h ich mu st be
allev iated .
Altho ugh her ma nner of
speaki n g
and
ge n eral
de portment are strictly low key,
Hannisch has positive views o n
women 's sports in contemporary
American society, and she
does n't hesitate to voice them.
Regarding the monetary
budget allotted to wome n's
sports at a state-s u p ported
college such as Kean , Han nisch
statd , " You will never see parity
of any kind as long as football is
played at college. The reaso n is
that foot ball is the most expensive sport at the college level in
terms of the sheer number of
players that are required , plus
the amount of equipment that
each player must wear.
" But at Kean , I feel that t he
treatme nt of men and wom en
at hletes is e q uitable, because
they receive the same meal
allowances, the same qual ity of
coaching, and the same amo unt
of practice time at our facilities ."
The third-year athletic d irector conceded that t he lac k of a
sufficient fie ld for the wo me n's
softball team was the o nl y glar ing
exam ple o f athle tic inequality at

Ke an . As a ·result, the women
mu st play their " home" games c1t
Wa rinanco Park in Union .
" It would be ve ry e xpensive to
bu ild another field on campu s.
We ca n't use t he men 's base ba ll
fi e ld becau se it would have to be
alte red to our needs," she e xplai ne d . " In the near fut ure, certa in improve me nts wil l come
about, such as th e installme nt of
a new fl oor in (D' An gola) Gym . A
large amo unt of money will a lso
be spent o n the improvement of
the athletic fields on campus. But
at this time, I can 't foresee a
softball field being built."
On the subject of wo men
coaches, Han n isch believes t hat
ineq u a lity
has
practic a lly
di sappeared, due solely, to the
compliance with Title IX, the
federal legislation which req uires nondiscriminati on on the
basis of sex.
" Five or six years ago, a woman
c o ach had 1 0 a rgue for .
equ ipment and also for a fi eld to
practice," Hannisch lamented.
" Now, wo men are e ncouraged
to become coaches. There are
more courses in college devoted
to coaching techniques, and
th e re are coaching clinics
throughout the country."
Si nce women in high school or
co llege have had the same
com petitive opportunities as
me n, they are inspired to take up
coaching as a career. Also, once a
girl graduates she will find a

respectable number of coach ing
jobs available.
" Most of the jobs being
offe red for women coac hes are
on the college level. You also see
mo re full ti me coac hin g jobs being o ffe red by colleges," Hannisch confi ded. " A woma n w ith a

phys ical education degree has a
complete background in coaching e xpertise, so her job opportunities w ill be that much
greater."

athletes has significantly improved within the last five years.
Rather than writing about how ·
well a contest involving a female
athlete turned out , the
sportswriter of the e arly 1970's
Hannisch ~la ims that sports tended to write abou t the shape
journal ism, regard ing fem ale of her legs o r the color of her
hai r.
" Within the last two years, a rticles a bout women's spo rts have
described strategies that were·
used , who scored the most
poi nts, and an understand ing of
the ou tstand ing performance of
the athle te, instead of just saying
'boy, th ese women can really
play ba lll '"
.
Han nisch was less t han enthu siastic abo ut the la ck of
fe male spo rts journalists.
• " The small number of female
(sports) journ alists 'is an area that
nee$ to be improved," she .
decla re d. " News papers have
the ir to ken female sportswriters,
but may be it's a step in the right
d irectio n and the num bers will
soon inc rease."
,
Hann isc h was asked if a female
~ athlete at a co llege o r u niversity
was mad e to feel like an o ddity.
" A tall women athlete, for
instance, has probably been tall
for several years, so she accepts
this fact," Hannisch assured .
" But if she doesn 't accept this , I'd
exp lain that if she perseve res,
peo ple will accept her not as a
tall pe rso n, but as an o utstan di ng
athlete ."
Pat Han nisc h . . . bel ieves women have achieved parity in s ports .

Sof iba/1 Team Boasts 6-1 R ecord

Freshman Laden Squir.ettes Key Fast Getaway
b y A rt Handel
Before the 1977 season began,
women 's softball coach Ka t hy
Matthews boldly predicted that
four freshmen starters would
lead her team tp a winning
record. Judging by the squad 's
fast getaway of six wins in their
first seven games, Matthews has
proven to be a masterful
prognosticator.
" Most people would sa y that a
freshman would be an inexperienced player, but this isn 't
the case on my team ," Matthews
boasted. " My four freshmen
starters have all played softball in
various summer leagues, so they
have an excellent understanding
of fundamentals and are like
seasoned players."
The objects of this admiring
appraisal are a prodigiously ef-

ficient quartet consisting of Barbara Miller at first ba se, third
baseman Jill Carson , catcher
Elaine McGrath , and outfielder
Ellen Reiner.
Matthews believes these
newcomers have brought a new
sense of enthusiasm to the team.
" They are very enthusiastic
kids · who want to win every
game," the ,Squirettes' mentor
explained . "They sense that they
can achieve the best record in
the school 's history."
Last year's squad had the
knack for compiling two or
three-run leads in the middle of
a game, only to watch the advantage crumble like a dropped
tray of dishes. A faulty defense
and mental miscues were attributed to these occurrences.
This year, the sun's brightest

rays have sho~e on the team 's
defensive prowess, particsularly
the corners of the infield . Barb
Miller, a smooth fielding first
baseman from Hillside, and Jill
Carson at third base are the most
impressive . players at their
positions in the team 's five year
history. Possessed with excellent
range and eagerness for a moving ball, Miller is also an
intelligent hitter who slaps the
ball to all fields. Carson is blessed
with leopard-like reflexes, and
displays the confident habit of
holding the ball until the last
possible moment before getting
off a strong peg.
Another asset of this year's
team is the intelligent handling
of the pitching staff by catcher
Elaine McGrath . She has displayed the ability to select the

right pitch in key situations.
McGrath has also shown an occasional blast of power while at
bat.
The Squirettes' outfield is also
considerably improved thanks to
Ellen Reiner. Reiner, a Nutley
resident, uses her lithe, consuming strides to full advantage
while playing defense. She has
also run the bases with an opportunism and an energy that
are conspicious on this team .
Matthews, who is also experiencing her first year as a
coach, perceives this as an advantage for her team .
" To me, everyone on this team
is a freshmen , because they are
new to my way of coaching," she
asserted. "This is not to say that
the coach last year (Pat Hannisch) didn't teach the same

things as I have; I know for a fact
that she did . However , I went
over everything from scratch,
because I wanted everyone on
the team to learn (fundamentals)
the same way ."
Matthews is always q uick to
point out team rather than individua I
accomplishments .
Asked if she thought there was
pressure on any of her freshmen ,
she replied , " I think that the key
position on a softball team is the
pitcher. Since none of these
freshmen pitch , the pressure is
not on any one individual player.
If all the players continue to hit, I
can 't see us losing too many
games."
And with the Squirettes'
talent, Matthews can be as smug
as the holder of a large block of
blue chip stocks.

Kean Tennis Team · Women's. Basketball Camp
Opens June 21 at Kean
Strives for Perfectio·n
The first annual Kean College
basketball camp for girls w ill be
With an impressive 11-0 season Glenn Dylestra.
held June 27 - July 1 under the
so far, Kean's tennis team hopes
· direction of Pat Hannisch , head
Tom
Ribbons,
another
of
to wind up with a perfect season,
coach of the Squirettes.
which isn 't too hard to imagine Kean 's finest, also has something
to
be
proud
of
with
an
11-0
Hann isch has led Kean to a 31considering the outstanding
sea son playing singles.
9 record over the last two
players the squad has this year.
David Cheung, with a perfect
The tennis team would like to seasons, including a trip to the
11-0 record , played well against cong ratulate Ramiro Restrespo Eastern Regionals and the
Seton Hall, Rutgers-South Jersey who _ was married Apr il 23. E.A.1.A .W. championship this
and Rutgers-Newa rk, la st.wee k. Ra miro, wh Q..,P,Ja ys at five, came _ Y. ar. ..
The highlight of t he wee k, · back very stron g this season afte r
The camp wi ll bl} for g irls age
however, was Cheun g's im - a knee o pera ti on whi c h 10 and up and strong emphasis
pr, ve nted him from coming out will be placed on fundamentals .
pressive 6-0, 6-0 victory ove
Mon tcla ir's number two sing les'. fo r the team the previ ous seas9 n. Every as pect of the game w ill be
covered and the rati o of cam pers
to counselo rs will e nsure each
camper's skill and progress are
NJAIAw· softball Conference
carefully noted and analyzed .
The camp will run from 9:30
Conference
Overall
a.m. to 4 p .m. The university po.ol
College
w L
%
w L
Rutgers
3
1
1.000
12
5
THE RESEARCH
Tre nton
2
1
.666
4
1
EXCHANGE
Kean
1
1
.500
1
5
Montcla ir
1
1
.500
4
5
Editing, typing, resumes,
Glass bo ro
0
2
.000
pe rsonal
portfolios ,
Wi lli am Pate rson
D
2
.ODO
3
3
publishing
and

copywriting.

will also be available for an hour
after the afternoon session.
Many well known college and
hi~h school coaches will be on
the staff and they will be assisted
by e xperienced college pla Y.ers.
Guest lecturers will also share
their knowledge of the game.
Various contests like foul
shooting , one-on-one and
three-on-three will be held, in
addition to .. daily · five-on-five
games . Awards will be given at
the end of the week to the Most
Valuable Player, most improved
playe r, as we ll as to the team
cha mp ion .
.
A free cam p T-shirt w ill be
given to each camper.
For further information, contact Pat Hannisch at Kean
College (201-527-24} 5).
50 Journal Sq. 8th Floor
Jersey City, N.J. 07306
OFFICE HOURS:

Mon.-Fri. 9:45-5 :45
Sat. 10-4
Phone: (201) 659-2595

Indy needs sports people come into CC1J6 - see us
about writing $fSorts for the
spring.

i'

J. ,., c,_

1

' INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
JAMBOREE
On Friday, April 29th , the intramural office will hold the
finals of the men 's and
women 's basketball leagues.
The women 's final will be
played at 7:00, the men 's allstar game will be at 8:00, and
the men 's final will be at 9:00.
Admission is free and th ere
will be a lot of exciteme nt, so
come o ut and watch .
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Council Elections
To Be. Held Today
In Sloan Lounge
(Continued from page 1)
number ~15;
Lillian Marrero,
ballot number 16;
Gerald
Massenburg, ballot number 17;
June Merkel, ballot number 18;
Kris Milochik, ballot number 19;
Henry Munoz, ballot number 20;
Elizabeth Nieto, ballot number
21 ; Ray P~rente, ballot number
22; Ruth Parsons, ballot number
23; Maria Perez, ballot number
24 ; Dave Pinto, ballot number
25; Rafael Pizarro, ballot number
26; Howard Popper, ballot
number 27 ; Steve Scheiner,
ballot number 28 ; Jack Sievers,
ballot
number 29;
Robert
Siniakin, ·ballot number 30 ;
Ernest G. Tufo, ballot number 31 ;
Arthur Wheeler, ballot number
32; and Rafael Zurita, ballot 33.
Running for the 12 council
seats for the Class of 1980 are:
Ralph Abbate, ballot number 1;
Wilson Aguirre, ballot number 2;
Valarie Allen, ballot number 3;
Teresa
Baskerville,
ballot
number 4; Carlos DeSa, ballot
number 5; Suzanne Forbes,
ballot number 6; Thomas
Greene, ballot number 7; Karen
Halo, ballot number 8; Luis
Miranda, ballot number 9;
Reynoldo
Navarro,
ballot
number 10; John Ricci, ballot
number 11 ; Marie Rios, ballot
number 12; Aurora Rodriguez,
ballot number 13; Kinne Sutton,
ballot number 14; Kelly Tanks,
ballot number 15; and Karen
Wignall, ballot number 16.
All students are urged to vote.
All that is required is some identification or knowing your social
secruity number.
Correction
In the April 21st issue of the
Independent, in the story Faculty
Senate
Approves
Skills
Assessment Test, the Senate did
not approve the
Skills
Assessment Project, but they did
approve a two-part motion that
would give complete control of
the test data to the college. The
Independent regrets this error.

New Librarian
Hired by K..C.
First Black Librarian
by Arlene Casey
Mrs. Leona Maddox, 32, is
Nancy L. Thornpsoll'.s first black
reference ·librarian, hired on
March 28, 1977.
Mactdox has an undergraduate
degree from Fort Valley State
College in Georgia, and an M .LS
degree from Simone College in
Boston , Massachusetts.
She has formerly been an
elementary school librarian for
nine years, tour years at Meger
Evans City University in New
York City-pa rt-time, and· one
year public library experience
before corning to Kean .
" I was unaware that I was the
first black refer~nce here", _M ad-

Five Cars Towed
(Continued from page 1)
towing. " One car had been there
for three weeks as 'disabled'
while another was consistantly
parked there," he added.

dox commented , " I haven 't
been given any special privileges
because I'm the first black
reference librarian, so it didn 't
phase me" .
Maddox considers her job as
reference librarian to help
anyone, be they student or
faculty, in any way she can.
Maddox was employed parttime at Megar Evans City University, prior to the job offering with
the Nancy L.Thornpson Library.
She believes her biggest contribution as a librarian will not
only direct the students to the
sources of information needed,
but also teach them how to use
them, requiring more time and
patience on her part.

Small Turnout Chooses
Student Org Class Officers
(Continued from page 1)
received 50 votes .
For corresponding secretary,
Sheryl Wertheim received 51
votes unopossed . Elaine
Lukenda won the office of recording secretary with 13 write-in
votes. She was opposed •by 3
other write-i n cadidates. For the
office of· Treasurer, Debbie
Keenan won with 38 -votes and
her opponent, Ann Dersch ,
received 26 votes. A total of 103
sophrnores voted .

The dirt area where the cars
were towed from is not an official parking area but was
proposed as such at the last
Board of Trustees meeting, according to both the Campus
Director and the Acting Dean . " It was not a violation to park
there ," commented Mr .
Greenberg, " but removal of the
cars was necessary to allow the
groundsmen to continue their
job. Since the owners of the cars
could not be found, they were
towed ."
However , new parking
regulations may go into effect if
they are approved by the
Department of Transportation in
Trenton.

Dan

sophisticated operations I knew
was in sa·n Diego where they imported 157 tons in ·these oil
tankers corning across from
Mexico. They had to go into
t hem with gas masks to take out
the marijuana ."
Stapanian has handled cases
involving a large scale operation
as
well as the small private
possession bust and he continued , " But no matter how big
the case is, the client's heart
beats the same. Whether it's a
gram of cocaine or 500 pounds of
marijuana, the kid is still scared
shitless . .. every case to the little
person , man, is the biggest thing
that's happening to him. "
The main reason that people
get busted , Stepanian suggested ,
is because they talk too much .
For instance if a cop approaches
somebody with a question, he is
told to go to hell.
" I've always got to explain to
people that they have a right to
keep qu·iet, they have a right
NOT to let a guy in .the house..
.Ninety per cent of the time
they 're fishing, just using an
invest igation as an excuse to hit'
all the people's houses, and trying to put something together."
He continues, "Look if you
have nothing to hide nothing
will happen to you , okay? But if
they're corning up to you and asking you a question. They obviously . suspect the answer
okay? ... It's not illegal to stand
on your constitutional rights and

just say, ' Look give me your card.
I'll check it out. I'll call my attorney' . .. People would be in a
lot less trouble if they would just
remember that they got rights. "
Another dumb thing that
people do is run away. "If I can
help it, no one I represent runs
away,
goes
underground."
Stepanian said. " My feeling is,
when a kid runs away, the
government wins. Because then
they' re after his friends, they got
an e).(cuse to bug his parents, to
bug him ."
This lawyer sai d that once a
·cover has been blown , the best
thing to do is sit tight . People
should try to not look guilty by
running awa'y. Friends and
relatives who will be approached
if a warrant is issued should be
contacted and told not to say
anything. They should just get a
card from the investigating
agency and not' rn;ike up excuses
or stories. They should not say
anything!
Rights are also guaranteed in
the courtroom . The accused can
take the fifth so that he ca n' t be
tricked into saying somet hing. A
piece of paper must be
presented saying " I refuse totestify on the following grounds.'
In response to a client's reaction of ' If I take the Fifth , they'll
think I'm guilty' Stepanian said,
" Hey, if they didn 't think you
were guilty, you wouldn 't be
there ."
Not one client of Stepanians'
has testified against anybody else
just to get off the hook. This is

Lernberg

secured the

presidency of the Class of 1980

with 60 votes. Keith Rich his opponent, received 39 votes. For
the Vice Presidency, there was a
tie between the two write-in
candidates, Suzanne Forbes and

Marathon Starts
Tomorrow

A-sh b U r ryJ S D Ope rSJ
(Continued from page 2)

Photo by Sreven Schemer

Leona Maddox, the new reference librarian at the Nancy L.
Thompson Library.

c Or n er

·i mportant to him not only
because of his personal . ethics
but because an action like that
can do alot of harm .
In a federa I cn•Jrt of law, one
person
can
cstify against
everybody else and they don 't
need dope, contraband, or
anything . All they need is the testimony of one consperator
against the others, to get a conviction .
There are many, many details
like this in the law books and it is
important to keep up on them.
That is just one of the reasons
that so me judges and lawyers
recommend gettin g a lawyer
who specializes in the area of
your problem . Stepanian can be
a specialist in a ·m uch narrower
area than judges and is constantly showing them something
they were previously unaware
of.
" Mainly I use the species
argument in my briefs in search
and seizure as an education for
the judge as to what marijuana is.
A lot of judges really don't
understand marijuana , so as a
result, you know, the species
defense can be used to bring in
all the NORML information, all
the president's reports , the commission reports, the polls in
California . .. I'm saying, ' Judge,
if it's a pound or a hundred
pounds or a thousand pounds,
it's a marijuana case --and here's
the information that will prove
it's virtually harmless.' "

Goals De/cared
(Continued from page 1)

Maria Rios, each receiving 3 .rollrnent came down this year
.votes. Rios withdrew from the due to the fiscal problems in
contest leaving Forbes with the . New Jersey. Tentatively , we plan
V.P. spot. Rios commented that . to shoot for the same enrollment
she dropped out because she did next year . II
not desire the position . There
" Students are taking slightly '
wer'e two other write-in canfewer
courses. The average
.. didates vying for the office.
Karen Wignall ran unopposed student in 1973-74 took 15.-99
for the corresponding secre~.iry credits per semester," reported
slot receiving 66 votes. For the Dorr. " Now it is down to 15.25-a
recording secretary, John Kuluza half credit less each student. This
a write-in won. Pattee Reading, year we have more actual
another write-in candidate won students but less credit hours. "
the office of treasurer with 4 One factor contributing to this is
votes. There was one other the payment for each credit a
student wishes to take.
write-in cadidate opposing her.
Only 105 freshman voted in the
The budget of a college is subelection.
ject to change every year . " This
Out of 15 class officers seats 7
year for the first time," according
of them were secured by write- in
to the Vice - President, " if you
victories. Greg Gomes, assistant
don ' t have as many FTE that you
treasurer of Student Org and
estimated earlier (in the year),
member of the election commoney is given back to the
mittee stated, " I was very disapstate."
pointed that more people didn 't
run for different offices because
The
Vice-President
of
by-in-large I don ' t believe writeins show as a whole, reflect' who Acadernic •Affairs position is one
of many, responsihle for
the campus would like in office. "
academic programs, the hiring,
Gomes added that he was
plea se d wit h the manner firing, and reappointment of
faculty members and deans. In
~ in which the election was -held.
The voting machines were explaining his duties, Dorr
placed in Sloan Lounge . Gomes referred to himself as the
explained that this wa s done to " behind the scenes" person who
cut down on traffic in the halls helps in the i'rnplernentation of
and people milling around the policies and solving problems on
the level of which they originate.
votin g booth .
" I feel that if the elections · " I help take care of faculty _
problems perta inin g to course
were held out in the hal Is, there
problems ,
would have been a larger voter cancellation
aid
in
finding
turnout", Gomes stated . " With schedulin g,
the new voting set- up the elec- resource materials and information for other faculty
tion ran a lot more smoot hl y then
members and deans. In ge neral,
it did with the Student Org . Exhelp them do their job."
ecutive Board Elections " .

Dorms To Be lJedicated
(Continued from page 1)
Rodriguez and Wood s will also
present the awards to Grace
Rogers , daughter of the late

Sloan Lounge
(Continued from page 1)
ticipate in events. Also, the safety
of students and the control of admissions will be increased .
The cost of the five display
cases in the Front Lounge is
$2,050.00, the money came out of
this year's capital expenditures .
They were bought by Student
Org. and CCB. The materials displayed are the responsibility of
the Fine Arts department .
Monies used for the Little
Theatre and tne addition of the
doors to Sloan Lounge were
from the 1975-76 budget for
Student Center Renovation .

Laura E. Rogers. Immediately
following the award presen tation a tree planting ceremony
wiil be held where the families of
the honorees will plant a tree
which they choose themselves.
· After the tree planting
ceremony each family will go
-into the respective building and
view the first floor apartments.
Following thatthere.will be a luncheon where a slide presentation will be shown.
Maslo ~tated , that the reason
t he residence halls· weren't
dedicated was because the selections of the names of the
buildings were not decided. He
also added, that was mutual
cooperation from everyone to
make t he program a success and
he hopes the program will be
worthy of Kean College and to
t he honored guests".

